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30 Years!

Celebrating

NEW  
Harvest 
Plaids 
Kit
Be warm 
and cozy all 

fall and winter. Kit has piecing 
directions and flannels for the 
top and binding from the Primo 
Plaids Harvest line from Marcus. 
94" x 94".
Kit #1006745  $129.99

Pumpkin Patch Flannel 
Collection and Lil Punkins 
Pattern  BEST SELLER!
Make pumpkins (up to 10" high) using 
Amber Hiebert’s pattern and the 
12-piece collection of plaid flannels. 
You add the cinnamon-stick stems.
Pattern #7073  $5.00 
Fat-quarter collection  
#1006687  $29.99 
Yardage #1006687 plus letter   
$9.28 per yard

Flannel backing, 8½ yards, 
#1006746  $84.99
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colors of 
autumn

Copyright 2016 Keepsake Quilting, Inc. All rights reserved.

NEW | Equinox 
Block of the Month
Pay tribute to the 
glorious leaves of 
autumn. Each month, for 
12 months, you’ll receive 
fabrics from Island Batik, 
and piecing and freezer paper machine-
applique directions from Fourth & Sixth 
Designs for a section of the quilt top. Queen/
king 92" x 108". We’ll charge your credit card 
when each block is sent. We offer  twelve 
1,094-yard spools of 40-weight cotton thread 
for machine applique and quilting. Comes in a 
plastic hinged-lid box.
Block of the month #1006426  $29.99 per 
month, $3.99 shipping per month 
AURIfil™ thread collection #1006859  $129.99

NEW | Autumn Copper Batik 
Collection
Choose a color scheme that’s sure to succeed with 
this Timeless Treasures Tonga batik collection by 
Judy and Judel Niemeyer. Charm collection has 
two of each fabric.
Fat quarters, 20 pieces, #1006613  $64.99 
5" charm pack, 40 pieces, #1006616  $13.99 
2½" x 42" strips, 20 pieces, #1006615  $19.99 
10" squares, 20 pieces, #1006614  $19.99 
Yardage #1006613 plus letter  $11.44 per yard

ON THE COVER:  
NEW | Bargello Pinwheels Kit
Achieve movement, dimension and 
spectacular design using strip-piecing magic 
and an inspired combination of teal and 
copper Tonga batiks from Timeless Treasures. Kit has directions by Diane 
McGregor of Castilleja Cotton, and fabrics, designed by Judy and Judel 
Niemeyer, for the top and binding. Throw 60" x 60".
Kit #1006617  $89.99 
Pattern only #1006619  $10.00

NEW | Thankful Harvest 
Placemat Kit   
KQ Exclusive!  QK
Lay out the bounty of autumn on 
your tabletop by adding borders 
to printed blocks. Kit for the set of 
four placemats has directions, 
batting, and fabrics for the top 
and backing by Nancy Mink for 
Wilmington Prints. 18" x 14".
Kit #1006697  $34.99

Batik backing, 3⅞ yards, 
#1006618  $49.99

New Leaves Kit
Capture the vibrant colors of 
autumn. Kit includes piecing 
directions by Innovations, and 
Robert Kaufman fabrics, 
including batiks, for the top 
and binding. Throw 39" x 49".
Kit #1002215  $89.99 
Pattern only #1002217  $8.00

Batik backing, 2¾ yards,  
#1006320  $34.99
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Batik backing, 9 yards, 
#1006427  $114.99

AB C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V

Dear Friends,
 Welcome to our latest Keepsake Quilting 
catalog! How do we decide what to include in the 
catalog, you may ask. Well, it’s not easy! There 
are some fabulously talented pattern and fabric 
designers out there coming out with all kinds of 
new delights for quilters. We get to see many of 
those offerings at Quilt Market, a quilting trade 
show that is held twice a year at various locations. 
See pages 16 and 17 for just a sampling of what 
we brought back from Salt Lake City this May.

 While Quilt Market is a great place to find new 
products, it’s certainly not the only place. We’re on 
the search all year long and are constantly in touch 
with our sister magazine editors from Love of 
Quilting, Quiltmaker and McCall's, and with our 
vendors, asking them “what’s new?” Some of 
those vendors have been working with us for so 
long, they now ask us what you, our customers, 
would like to see. One of the ways you can tell us is 
by uploading pictures of your projects to social 
media and tagging them with #myKQ. We’ll be on 
the lookout for these mentions and not only will we 
take note of the types of fabrics and quilt projects 
you love, but we’ll share those proud pictures on 
our social media and website. We value your input, 
because nothing pleases us more than to fill our 
catalog with things that will make you happy. In the 
end, as we always remind ourselves, it’s all about 
you, because you’re the reason that we’ve been in 
business for 30 years.

Piecefully yours,
All your friends at



pumpkin 
party

NEW | Cheeky Wee 
Pumpkins Kit
Start off your Halloween decorating 
with a printed panel by Studio E and 
then add pieced borders. Kit has Heidi 
Pridemore’s directions, and fabrics for 
top and binding. Throw 53" x 73".
Kit #1006006  $79.99

NEW | Sugar Shack Kit   
KQ Exclusive!
Autumn arrives country-style in this design 
by Barbara Cherniwchan from Coach House Designs. Kit has piecing and 
applique directions and fabrics for the top and binding from Moda’s Welcome 
Fall collection by Deb Strain. Wall size 42" x 48".
Kit #1006402  $69.99 Pattern only #1006404  $10.00

NEW | I Love My Mummy PatternPlus™
Be the hit of the neighborhood with this fun fellow. 
PatternPlus has directions by Amy Barickman of 
Crossroads for the mummy and a pillow, plus cream 
denim fabric for the body of the 48"-tall mummy. You 
provide felt and buttons for eyes, and stuffing.
PatternPlus™ #1006629  $39.99 
Pattern only #1006630  $10.00

Pumpkin Party 
Kit  QK  
Take a cute approach 
to Halloween decor 
using Bonnie Sullivan’s 
flannel panel by 
Maywood Studio. Kit 
includes directions, panel, backing and batting. 29" x 39".  
Kit #1006538  $34.99

Pumpkin 
Sprite 
PatternPlus™  
CUSTOMER 
FAVORITE!
Have some 
Halloween fun! 
PatternPlus has 
Meg Hawkey’s 
Crabapple Hill 
Studio pattern, 
plus rickrack and 
fabrics, including 
wool-felt for the 
face. 11" wide.
PatternPlus™ 
#1002213  $49.99 
Pattern only 
#1002214  $10.00

Flannel backing  
included with kit

NEW | Fall 
Harvest 
Pumpkins Kit
Experience the 
warmth and beauty 
of Indian summer. Kit 
has fusible-applique 
directions by Sylvia 

Harden of More the Merrier Designs, and 
fabrics, including batiks, for the top and 
binding. Wall size 32" x 29".
Kit #1006626  $69.99 
Pattern only #1006628  $18.00

Backing, 2¾ yards, 
#1006403  $34.99

Backing, 1¼ yards,  
#1006627  $14.99

4 | America’s Favorite Quilt Shop!

Backing, 3½ yards, 
#1006007  $44.99
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fall 
splendor

NEW | Happy 
Thanksgiving Kit  

QK
Let him be the star of the show for this holiday and 
for many to follow. Kit has printed panel by Fabri-
Quilt, backing and batting. Wall size 36" x 42".
Kit #1005956  $32.99

NEW | Family Gathering Place Mat Kit  QK
Start with a printed panel, and add narrow borders to the printed 
blocks. Kit for a set of four place mats has piecing directions by 
Ramona Rose, batting, and gold-etched fabrics for the top and  
backing from the Robert Kaufman Shades of the Season line. 22" x 16".
Kit #1006192  $39.99

NEW | Woven Leaves Kit  KQ Exclusive!
Weave the colors of autumn through this pieced 
quilt. Kit has directions and fabrics for the top 
and binding from the Artisan Batiks Cornucopia 
line by Lunn Studios for Robert Kaufman Fabrics. 
Throw 60" x 72".
Kit #1006650  $89.99

NEW | Rustic Winds Runner Kit  KQ Exclusive!  QK
Showcase a beautiful floral fabric in the centers of three traditional blocks. Kit 
has piecing directions by Vicki Bellino of Bloom Creek, and fabrics for the top, 
backing and binding from Marcus Fabrics’ Rustic Winds line by Faye Burgos. 
14" x 40".
Kit #1006652  $39.99

NEW | Autumn Reflections Kit  KQ Exclusive!
Experience the vibrant purple, rust and gold of fall in this pieced 
quilt. Kit has directions and fabrics for the top and binding from 
Wilmington’s Colorglow Essential Batiks line. Throw 65" x 77".
Kit #1006695  $119.99

Backing included  
with kit

Backing included  
with kit

Batik backing, 4⅞ yards, 
#1006696  $64.99

Batik backing, 4 yards, 
#1006651  $49.99
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holiday 
wishes

Holiday Wishes: 
Kit #1006245  $69.99 

Pattern only #1006247  $10.00

NEW | Jolly Santa Kit   
KQ Exclusive!
Santa gets into the folk-artsy spirit of the 
holiday. Kit has Lynette Anderson’s piecing 
and fusible-applique directions and her 
Festive Fun fabrics by RJR for the top and 
binding. Wall size 32" x 36".
Kit #1006641  $69.99 
Pattern only #1006643  $14.00

NEW | Winter Folk 
Fun Kit  QK  
Add pieced borders 
around a printed 
snowman panel for this 
charmer. Kit has Rachel 
Shelburne’s directions, and fabrics for the 
top and binding from Bonnie Sullivan’s 
Winter Folk Flannel line for Maywood. 
Throw 56" x 69".
Kit #1006644  $79.99

Backing, 1⅝ yards, 
#1006246  $19.99

Backing, 1⅝ yards,  
#1006243  $19.99

Backing, 1¼ yards,  
#1006642  $15.99

Season’s Greetings: 
Kit #1006242  $69.99 
Pattern only #1006244  $10.00

Flannel backing, 3½ yards, 
#1006645  $44.99

NEW | Holiday Post Card Kits  KQ Exclusive!
Extend holiday greetings in a super-sized vintage-inspired post 
card. Each kit has piecing and fusible-applique directions by 

Barbara Cherniwchan of Coach House Designs, and fabrics for the 
top and binding from Moda’s Towne Square line by Holly Taylor. 
Throw/wall size 38" x 50".

NEW | You Melt My Heart Kit
Let this frosty twosome lend warmth to your 
holiday decorating. Kit includes piecing and 
fusible-applique directions by Darci Schipnewski 
of Shades of the Past Quilt Shop, and flannels 
from Marcus Fabrics’ Primo Plaids flannel line for 
the top and binding. Throw 47" x 57".
Kit #1006646  $59.99 
Pattern only #1006648  $9.00

Flannel backing, 3¼ yards, 
#1006647  $34.99
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holiday elegence

Poinsettia 
Kit  KQ 
Exclusive!
Create a piece of fine art—in fabric! Kit has fusible-applique directions by Melinda Bula Designs, and batik 
fabrics, including precut fusible-backed applique shapes, for the top and binding. Wall size 38" x 28".
Kit #1002808  $109.99 
Pattern only #1002810  $24.00

Batik backing, 1⅓ yards, 
#1002809  $19.99

Precut  
fusible-backed 

shapes!

Christmas Trees Kit   
PRECUT 2½" STRIPS!
Wrap 2½"-wide strips of fabric around 
batting strips to create these stand-up 
trees. Kit has Carol McLeod’s directions for 
8½"- and 16"-high trees, precut 2½" strips 
by Hoffman, and a 25-yard roll of 2½"-wide 
cotton batting to make two trees, one large 
and one small.
Kit #1000652  $79.99 
Pattern only #1001206  $9.00 
Extra 2½" x 25-yard batting roll  
#1000878  $11.99

NEW | Holiday Double Dip 
Reversible Place Mats Kit  
PRECUT 2½" STRIPS!  QK  
Quilt as you go using fabric strips and 
foam-based, double-sided fusible 
interfacing. Kit for a set of six 19" x 
14" place mats has piecing directions 
by Carol McLeod of Aunties Two, In-
R-Form Plus interfacing, and Hoffman 
gold-etched fabrics for front, back 
and binding, including 2½ strips.
Kit #1006023  $99.99 
Pattern only #1001430  $9.00 
Extra In-R-Form Plus, 36" x 58",  
#8697  $19.99

NEW | Hoffman 
Holiday Collection
Be assured of the most 
elegant of holiday decor 
using these gold-etched 
prints with cardinals up to 
3" across. Charm collection 
has two of each fabric.
Fat quarters, 12 pieces, 
#1006167  $36.99 
5" charm pack, 24 pieces, 
#1006168  $8.99 
2½" x 44" strips,  
12 pieces, #1006169  $12.99 
10" squares, 12 pieces, 
#1006170  $12.99 
Yardage #1006167 plus 
letter  $11.28 per yard

NEW | Holiday Twitter Table 
Runner Kit  QK  
Let the birds of winter alight on your tabletop. 
Kit has Jan Douglas’s piecing directions for 
place mats and a runner, and fabrics from 
Maywood’s Songbird line for the top, backing 
and binding of the 42" x 20" runner.
Kit #1006634  $69.99 
Pattern only #1006635  $10.00

Woven Ornament Kits  
QK 

CUSTOMER FAVORITE!
Fuse fabric to poster board, and cut 
strips for these ornaments. Each kit 
has Penny Marble’s directions, poster 
board, fusible, and fabrics for six 
ornaments. Tree kit also has ribbon, 
beads and bells.
Snowflake kit, 5½" wide, #7582  $19.99 
Jingle Tree kit, 3" high, #7995  $19.99 
Holiday Star kit, 5½" wide,  
#1006558  $19.99

NEW 
Winter’s 
Song Kit  

QK  
Just a bit of 
applique showcases the center square 
in this mostly pieced quilt by Jan 
Douglas. Kit has directions and fabrics 
from Maywood’s Songbird line for the 
top and binding. Throw 49" x 49".
Kit #1006636  $74.99 
Pattern only #1006638  $11.00

Backing, 3¼ yards, 
#1006637  $39.99
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The Jim  
Shore 

Collection
see more projects at 

KeepsakeQuilting.com

NEW | Angels All Year Round Kit  QK
Let sweet angels watch over you. Kit has piecing directions and fabrics from 
Springs and Wilmington Prints for the top, backing and binding, including 
Jim Shore’s preprinted angel blocks. Throw 37" x 37".
Kit #1006675  $54.99

Backing, 4 yards,  
#1006684  $39.99

NEW | Jim Shore 
Quilting Ornaments  
KQ Exclusive!
Delight a quilting friend at  
any time of the year with one 
of these hand-crafted stone-
resin ornaments. 3"-wide 
sewing machine. 
Blue Angel #1006038  $19.99 
Quilt Scene #1006039  $19.99 
Sewing Machine  
#1006037  $19.99

NEW | Jim Shore 
Fabrics
Stitch all the charm of Jim 
Shore’s designs into your 
quilt projects using these 
sweet medium-scale 
prints. Fabrics by Springs. 
Yardage #1006900  
plus letter  $7.92 per yard

A B C D E F G

NEW | Country Village Wall 
Hanging Kit
Welcome guests to your country home. Kit 
has piecing directions and fabrics for the top, 
binding and backing, including Jim Shore’s 
preprinted blocks by Springs. 14" x 38".
Kit #1006679  $24.99

NEW | Dreaming of a Winter Wonderland Kit  QK
Start this frosty quilt with a printed Jim Shore panel, and surround 
it with pieced blocks. Kit has directions and fabrics for the top, 
backing and binding from Springs and Wilmington Prints. Throw 
56" x 50".
Kit #1006673  $79.99

NEW | Santa’s 
Elf Throw Kit  

QK
Piece trees and 
packages around 
a charming Jim 
Shore Santa Claus 
panel. Kit has 
directions and 
fabrics for the 
top and binding 
from Springs 
and Wilmington 
Prints. Throw  
62" x 62".
Kit  
#1006683  $69.99
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NEW  
Espresso 
Road Kit
Get the look 
of a Log 
Cabin Barn 
Raising quilt 
with easy piecing. Kit has directions by Bonnie 
Sullivan of All Through the Night, and her 
flannels by Maywood for the top and binding. 
Throw 64" x 64".
Kit #1006656  $119.99 
Pattern only #1006670  $9.00

Bertie’s Spring Block of the Month
Each month, for four months, you’ll receive Bonnie Sullivan’s fusible-
applique and embroidery directions, her flannels, and buttons for a 
section of the quilt. Wall size 28" x 34". We’ll charge your credit card 
when each block is sent. A collection of four 77-yard balls of size-8 
Presencia® pearl cotton is available separately for the embroidery.
Block of the month #1000313  $24.99 per month,  
$3.99 shipping per month 
Pearl cotton pack #1000315  $11.99

Flannel backing, 1 yard, 
#1000314  $14.99

Flannel backing, 3¾ yards, 
#1002033  $49.99

Grandma Mary’s 
Five Patch Kit

All the cute motifs are printed for you. You just do the piecing. 
Kit has Sue Pfau’s directions, and Sew Purrfect flannel fabrics by 
Maywood Studio for the top and binding. Throw 61" x 72".
Kit #1002032  $129.99 
Pattern only #1002034  $9.00

Over and Down 
Under Kit  
BEST SELLER!
Achieve great visual effects by piecing 
2½" flannel strips. Kit has Bonnie 
Sullivan’s directions and her Maywood 
Studio Woolies Flannel fabrics, including 
precut strips, for the top and binding. 
Throw 56" x 56".
Kit #1006549  $89.99 
Pattern only #1006551  $9.00

Flannel backing, 3¾ yards, 
#1006550  $49.99

Precut  
2½" strips!

NEW | Bertie’s Summer  
Block of the Month
Sweet birds delight in the joys of 
summer. Each month, for four months, 
you’ll receive fusible-applique and 
embroidery directions by Bonnie Sullivan 
of All Through the Night and her flannels 
by Maywood for a section of the quilt. 
Wall size 28" x 34". We’ll charge your 
credit card when each block is sent.
Block of the month #1006671   
$29.99 per month, $3.99 shipping  
per month

Flannel backing, 1 yard, 
#1006734  $13.99

cozy 
flannel

Flannel backing, 4 yards, 
#1006669  $54.99
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quilt market finds
our latest and greatest discoveries

NEW | C. Stemless Wine Glass
Toast your quilting friendships with this “Do what you love" 
and "Love what you do” etched-glass 21 oz. wine glass by 
Quilt Happy™. Individually boxed.
#1006858  $12.99

NEW | D. Quilted Greeting Cards Pattern  
Make a pieced and fusible-appliqued mini quilt into a special 
greeting card. Pattern by Marlous Designs includes directions  
and four blank 5" x 7" note cards and envelopes. 
#1006950  $13.50

NEW | E. Bird Walk  
Block of the Month Kit
Work at your own pace, since you receive 
this block-of-the-month project all at once. 
Kit includes batik fabrics from Marcus 
Fabrics’ Primo Batiks River Rock line, and 
applique, piecing and foundation-piecing 
directions by Lisa Norton and Lora Zmak of 
Material Girlfriends for the top and binding. 
Throw 50" x 66".
Kit #1006865  $229.99 
Pattern pack only #1006963  $38.00

NEW | B. Fabri™ Flair Radiant Star Kit  QK
For a great conversation piece, cover mat board with fabric, and 
hand stitch into a 10" twelve-sided star. Kit has directions, precut 
mat-board templates, and batik fabric. By Indygo Junction.
Kit #1006867  $34.99 
Pattern only #1006868  $12.99

NEW | H. Glee Skating Reindeer 
Kit
See what the reindeer do the rest of the 
winter! Kit has fusible-applique directions 
by Tamara Carlson, fabrics for the top and 
binding, and embellishments, including 
floss, and 20 wooden skate buttons and 
a jingle bell. Embellishments may also be 
ordered separately. 16" x 72".
Kit #1006869  $99.99 
Pattern only #1006871  $11.00 
Embellishment pack #1006880  $24.00

NEW | G. The Sew Stack® Combo 
Kit
Organize and store your spools and 
bobbins in these soft, flexible, interlocking 
trays. The bobbin tray holds 40 bobbins, 
and the spool tray holds 16 standard thread 
spools. The combo kit (6½" x 6½" x 4") 
includes one bobbin tray, one spool tray 
and a lid. Spool tray not intended for use 
with Aurifil™ and some cone spools. Add 
trays as needed.
Combo kit #1006872  $39.95 
Extra bobbin tray #1006873  $17.50 
Extra spool tray #1006874  $17.50 
Extra lid #1006875  $8.95

NEW | F. Smartphone Clip and 
Fan
How cool is this! You plug this safe, 
bendable-plastic fan into the charging port 
of your Android or iPhone® smartphone. 
Stand up any size cellphone or tablet using 
the plastic Jumping Jack™ clip. (We'll 
choose a color for you.)
Fan #1006877  $10.95 
Clip #1006878  $3.95

NEW | A. Charcoal Mitten Ornaments Kit  QK
Put treats inside these mittens, and hang them from mantle, tree 
or packages. Kit includes Rachel Pellman’s embroidery directions, 
wool-felt, cotton floss and gold string for six ornaments. 4" x 4½". 
#1006879  $17.99

Batik backing, 3¼ yards, 
#1006866  $39.99

Backing, 1⅛ yards,  
#1006870  $14.99
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countryscapes
NEW | Country Cats PatternsPlus™  KQ Exclusive!
Delight a cat lover with a pieced, appliqued and embroidered 
table runner or wall quilt. Each PatternPlus has Lynette Anderson’s 

directions plus fabrics from her Needles & Pins collection for RJR 
for the top and binding. You provide the floss.

NEW | Quilt Trails 
Landscape Kit  

QK
Experience the barn quilts 
along America’s back roads. 
Kit has Karen Combs’s 

piecing directions and her fabrics for 
the top and binding from her Quilt Trail 
collection for Troy. Throw 55" x 60".
Kit #1006736  $89.99 
Pattern only #1006738  $9.00

Little Quilts Throughout the Year  
Kit of the Month  BEST SELLER!
Piece and hand applique a dozen 12" x 12" folk-art 
charmers. Each month, for 12 months, you’ll receive a kit 
with Lori Smith’s directions, fabrics for the top, binding and 
backing. Two months have buttons, and the first month 
includes a 12" x 14" metal, copper-finish tabletop stand to 
display your quilt each month. We’ll charge your credit 
card when each kit is sent.
Kit of the month #1001082  $29.99 per kit, $3.99 shipping per month

Backing included  
with each kit

January

February March April

May June July

August September October

November December

Backing, 1½ yards, 
#1002840  $19.99

Backing, 1¼ yards,  
#1002843  $14.99

The Cats Garden Quilt, 38" x 38"  
PatternPlus™ #1002842  $69.99 
Pattern only #1002844  $16.00

Happy Family Runner, 44" x 27"  
PatternPlus™ #1002839  $69.99 
Pattern only #1002841  $16.00

Backing, 3½ yards, 
#1006737  $39.99
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nature walk

Sound of 
the Woods 
Panel and 
Fabric
Make a stunning 
statement with 
this frosted 
fabric by Avery 
Tillmon for 
Robert Kaufman 
Fabrics. Choose 
a 23" x 44" 
panel or running 
yardage of 
the tree rows, 
specifying, for 
both, earth, 
glacier or snow.
Panel  
#1006198 $8.99 
Tree rows,  
trees up to 4" 
high, #1006199   
$10.96 per yard

glacier snowearth

glacier

snow

earth #1006198

#1006199

Grove Kit
Reaching bare branches to the sky, trees 
possess a special beauty. Kit includes 
piecing directions, and frosted fabrics for 
the top and binding by Avery Tillmon for 
Robert Kaufman Fabrics. Twin 68" x 84".
Kit #1006024  $99.99

Frosted backing, 5¼ yards, 
#1006025  $69.99

Travertine 
Kit  KQ 
Exclusive! 
Add loads of 
interest using 
two alternating 
pieced 
blocks. Kit 
has directions 
and fabrics by 
Wilmington 
Batiks for 
the top and 
binding. Throw 
60" x 77".
Kit #1002762  
$119.99

Batik backing, 4⅞ yards, 
#1002763  $59.99

NEW | Lace Star Kit
Combine Four Patch and 
diagonally-pieced blocks and 

half- and quarter-square triangles. Kit has piecing directions by 
Daniela Stout of Cozy Quilt Designs, and Tonga Sophisticate 
Batiks by Timeless Treasures for the top and binding. Queen 
88" x 88". A special acrylic triangle template, although not 
required, will make cutting 1" to 9½" half-square triangles easier.
Kit #1006739  $199.99 
Pattern only #1006741  $19.95 
Strip Tube Ruler™ #1006964  $19.95

NEW | Pine Grosbeak Kit
Observe the beauty and wonder of nature 
in this sweet bird. Kit has Lenore Crawford’s 
fusible-applique directions, and batik fabrics 
including precut fusible-backed shapes for the 
top, backing and binding. Wall size 14" x 17".
Kit #1006742  $49.99 
Pattern only #1006744  $12.99

Batik backing, 8 yards, 
#1006740  $99.99

Batik backing  
included with kit

Precut  
fusible-backed 

shapes!
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Summer Breeze Kit
“Paint” a horse of a different color in batik fabrics. Kit has Toni Whitney’s directions, and fabrics 
for the top and binding, including precut fusible-backed applique shapes. Wall size 25" x 27".
Kit #1002858  $79.99 
Pattern only #1002860  $14.50

Backing included  
with kit

Precut  
fusible-backed 

shapes!

NEW | Bear Paws 
Runner Kit  QK
“Real” bears stroll across this 
Bear Paw table runner. Kit has 
batiks for the top and binding 
and the pattern by Dana 
Michelle of Wildfire Designs 
Alaska, which has piecing and 
fusible-applique directions and 
precut fusible-backed bear 
appliques. 36" x 16".
Kit #1006747  $49.99 
Pattern with precut appliques 
#1006748  $12.50

NEW | Cabin Rules Kit  
QK

Remind your family—and 
yourself—to “count the stars,” 
“skip rocks,” and “make 
memories.” Kit includes 
directions, preprinted panel, 
backing and batting. 22" x 42".  
Kit #1006749  $24.99

NEW | Golden 
Boy Kit
He’s large, powerful, 
and awe inspiring. 
KIt includes fusible-
applique directions 
by Old Growth Art 
Quilt Design, and 
fabrics from Batik 
Textiles for the 
top, backing and 
binding. Wall size 
27" x 33". ©Original 
artwork by Val 
Warner.
Kit  
#1006750  $79.99 
Pattern only 
#1006751  $14.00

NEW | Who? What? Where? Kit
Just look at those adorable little raccoon faces! Kit has directions 
by Toni Whitney, and batik fabrics for the top, backing and binding, 
including precut fusible-backed applique shapes. Wall size 15" x 26".
Kit #1006836  $79.99 
Pattern only #1006837  $14.50

Backing included  
with kit

Backing included  
with kit

Backing included  
with kit
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Precut  
fusible-backed 

shapes!

Precut  
fusible-backed 

shapes!

NEW | Cabin Rules 
Collection
Decorate woodland lodge or 
suburban den with this 12-piece 
Timeless Treasures collection with 
deer up to 4½" across. 
Fat quarters #1006718  $34.99 
Yardage #1006718 plus letter  
 $10.96 per yard
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Into the Woods Kit   
BEST SELLER!
Sew 2½" strips to an 
interfacing foundation, and 
add raw-edge-appliqued 
trees. Kit has Kara Schorstein’s 
directions, and batik fabrics, 
including precut 2½" strips, 
for the top and binding. Wall 
size 43" x 43".
Kit #1000596  $89.99 
Pattern only #1001211  $11.00

Batik backing, 2¾ yards, 
#1000597  $29.99

Precut  
2½" strips!

NEW | Window Seat 
Kit
Quiet time is extra special 
when shared with a friend. 
Kit has piecing and fusible-
applique directions by Laurel 
Anderson of Whisper Color, 
and Timeless Treasures 
fabrics, including batiks,  
for the top and binding.  
Wall size 40" x 35".
Kit #1006560  $89.99 
Pattern only  
#1006562  $21.00

NEW | Sailboats Kit
Feel the call of the sea in this striking Lenore Crawford 
design. Kit has directions and fabrics, including batiks 
and precut fusible-backed applique shapes, for the 
top, backing and binding. Wall size 18" x 23".
Kit #1006753  $99.99 
Pattern only #1006754  $12.99

Backing, 1⅓ yards,  
#1006561  $19.99

Backing included  
with kit

Batik backing included  
with kit

Backing included  
with kit

room  
with  

a view

NEW | Scenic Sunset Kits  KQ Exclusive!
Create a spectacular landscape using strip-piecing. Each kit has 
Cathy Geier’s piecing and applique directions, and RJR fabrics, 
including batiks, for the top, backing and binding. You provide 
the tulle and fabric “confetti” for the Autumn Sentinel leaves.

Appalachian Sunset, 34" x 26": 
Kit #1006755  $79.99 
Pattern only #1006756  $10.00

Autumn Sentinel, 27" x 23": 
Kit #1006757  $69.99 
Pattern only #1006758  $10.00

Precut  
fusible-backed 

shapes!
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Magic in the 
Moonlight Block  
of the Month
Leave it to McKenna Ryan 
of Pine Needles Designs 
to make the holiday more 
magical. Each month, for 
six months, you’ll receive 
piecing and fusible-applique 
directions, embellishments, 
and fabrics from McKenna’s 
Robert Kaufman Sugar Plum 
line, including precut fusible-
backed shapes, for a section 
of the quilt top. Throw/wall 
size 55" x 59". We’ll charge 
your credit card when each 
block is sent. 
Block of the month #1006214  
$49.99 per month, $3.99 
shipping per month

Mitten Season 
Kits  QK  
Looks like holiday 
visitors are coming 
to call. Each kit has 
piecing and fusible-
applique directions by 
McKenna Ryan of Pine 
Needles Designs, and 
her fabrics, including 
precut fusible-backed 
shapes, from Robert 
Kaufman Fabrics for 
the top, binding and 
backing. Wall size  
29" x 33".

Precut  
fusible-backed 

shapes!

Wanna Ice Skate: 
Kit #1006217  $79.99 

Pattern only #1006218  $12.00

Where’s the Eggnog: 
Kit #1006219  $79.99 

Pattern only #1006220  $12.00

Backing, 3½ yards,  
#1006215  $44.99

Precut  
fusible-backed 

shapes!

Precut  
fusible-backed 

shapes!

Sugar Plum Collection
Watch seasonal quilts twinkle in 
unexpected hues. Collection, with some 
silver metallic, by Robert Kaufman Fabrics 
was designed by McKenna Ryan. Charm 
collection has two of each fabric.
Fat quarters, 14 pieces, #1006230  $44.99 
5" charm pack, 28 pieces, #1006233  $8.99 
2½" x 44" strips, 14 pieces,  
#1006232  $14.99 
10" squares, 14 pieces, #1006231 $14.99 
Yardage #1006230 plus letter   
$11.60 per yard

Road Trip Block of  
the Month
Look at bears skiing, 
raccoons zip-lining, 
and moose paddle-
boarding! Each month, 

for 10 months, you’ll receive McKenna Ryan’s fusible-
applique directions and fabrics from her Robert Kaufman 
Enchanted Pines line (including precut fusible-backed 
shapes) for a section of the quilt top. We’ll charge your 

credit card when each block is sent. Throw 50" x 61". Order the embellishment pack to 
receive hand-picked beads for the zipline and eyes, yarn for scarf ends and hat fluff.
Block of the month #1006149  $49.99 per month, $3.99 shipping per month 
Embellishment pack #1006151  $16.99

Backing, 3¼ yards, 
#1006150  $39.99

Precut  
fusible-backed 

shapes!

NEW | AURIfil™ McKenna 
Ryan Thread Collection
Blend your threads with the 
nature-colored fabrics used by 
McKenna Ryan. The collection of 
50-weight/2-ply fine Italian  
cotton thread includes twelve 
1422-yard spools in a snap-closure 
plastic case. 
#1006759  $129.99
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sunset 
reflections

Moondance at Dawn Kit  KQ Exclusive!
Let your quilt glow from within using Wilmington Batiks. 
Kit has piecing directions and fabrics for the top and 
binding. Queen 96" x 96".
Kit #1006532  $179.99

Batik backing, 8⅞ yards, 
#1006533  $114.99

NEW | Meadowland Kit
Colors of summer sing in this batik quilt. Kit has Jan Douglas’s piecing 
directions for three sizes, and Tonga Gypsy batiks from Timeless Treasures 
for the top and binding of the smallest size shown, throw 55" x 67".
Kit #1006760  $99.99 Pattern only #1006762  $10.00

NEW | Marrakesh Runner Kit
Give an exotic flair to your decor. Kit has both 
hand and machine reverse-applique directions by 
Margaret Willingham of Eye of the Beholder Quilt 
Design, and Tonga Gypsy 
batiks from Timeless 
Treasures for the top and 
binding. 60" x 20".
Kit #1006763  $79.99 
Pattern only  
#1006765  $24.00

NEW | On the Horizon Block of the Month
Piece your way to a bold, beautiful quilt. Each month, for 
nine months, you’ll receive Chris Hoover of Whirligig Designs’ 
directions, requiring the Easy Angle and Companion Angle 

rulers, and Tonga Gypsy batik fabrics from Timeless Treasures for a section of the quilt 
top. King 108" x 108". We’ll charge your credit card when each block is sent.
Block of the month #1006766  $34.99 per month, $3.99 shipping per month 
Easy Angle™ #8017  $11.99  
Companion Angle™ #8026  $12.99

Batik backing, 9½ yards, 
#1006767  $114.99

Batik backing, 1⅞ yards, 
#1006764  $24.99

Batik backing, 3⅝ yards, 
#1006761  $49.99
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african violet

NEW | Hampton Handbag Kit  
PRECUT 2½" STRIPS!   
KQ Exclusive!  QK
Strip-piece a padded handbag with four 
outer and four inner pockets. Kit has 
directions by Nancy Green of Pink Sand 
Beach Designs, batiks for the outside and 
lining, including precut 2½" strips, and a 
magnetic snap. 12" x 11½" x 5" deep.
Kit #1006510  $52.99 
Pattern only #1006838  $10.00

NEW | Dessert Tray Kit  PRECUT 2½" STRIPS!
Strips appear to be woven in and out through this happy quilt. Kit has 
piecing directions by Lorrie Franz of bean counter Quilts, and Tonga 
Gypsy Batiks, including precut 2½ strips, from Timeless Treasures for 
the top and binding. Twin 66" x 82".
Kit #1006768  $114.99  
Pattern only #1006770  $10.00

NEW | Dogwood Placemats 
Kit
Scatter blossoms on your tabletop. Kit 
has fabrics for the top, binding and 
backing from Tonga Wildflower Batiks 
by Timeless Treasures, and pattern 
by Judy Niemeyer of Quiltworx, with 

foundation-piecing 
directions and printed 
paper foundations, for 
a set of four placemats. 
18" x 18".
Kit #1006771  $99.99 
Pattern only #1006772  $33.00

Crystal Kit  BEST SELLER!  PRECUT SHAPES!  
KQ Exclusive! 
It’s a showstopper! And guess what? All the crystal 
pieces are precut for you from Hoffman batiks! The kit 
includes fabrics and Jeanie Sumrall-Ajero's directions to 
piece a 90" x 90" queen quilt. Buy the additional border 
fabric to turn it into a 102" x 102" king.
Kit #1005867  $209.99 
King additional border fabric, 1¾ yards, #1005869  $19.99

Batik queen backing,  
8½ yards, #1005868  $89.99

Batik king backing,  
9½ yards, #1005981  $99.99

Illusions Kit  
QK  

Simple Log Cabin-
style piecing yields 
dimensional results. Kit 
has Kathleen Starr’s 
directions for a queen 
and throw size, and 
hand-dyed fabrics 
from Starr Design 
Fabrics for the top and 
binding of the throw 
shown, 60" x 60".
Kit #1005916  $99.99 Batik backing, 3¾ yards, 

#1005917  $39.99

Batik backing, 5 yards, 
#1006769  $64.99

Backing included 
with kit
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block of  
the month

Honey Bee Lane   
BEST SELLER!
“Queen Bee, Spelling Bee, Glory 
Bee, Quilting Bee, Bee My Honey." 
Each month for six months, you'll 
receive piecing, fusible-applique 
and embroidery directions by 
Arlene and Melissa from the Quilt 
Company, floss, little printed motifs, and fabrics, including 
prints and flannels, for a section of the quilt. We'll charge 
your card when each block is sent. Throw 56" x 62".
Block of the Month #1002163  $29.99 per month, $3.99 
shipping per month

Backing, 4 yards,  
#1002169  $44.99

Storytellers   
BEST SELLER!
Piece a quilt 
honoring female 
authors of classic 

books. Each month, for 12 months, you’ll 
receive Denice Lipscomb’s directions, and 
Nancy Gere’s vintage-inspired fabrics for a 
section of the quilt top and binding. We’ll 
charge your credit card when each block is 
sent. King 102" x 102".
Block of the month #1000639  $29.99  
per month, $3.99 shipping per month

Backing, 9⅜ yards, 
#1006730  $119.99

Spring Fling
Experience the joy of springtime as you piece this quilt over six months 
using Benartex’s Irresistible Iris collection. Each month you’ll receive 
directions by Ann Lauer of Grizzly Gulch Gallery, and fabrics for a section 
of the quilt top. King 90" x 108". We’ll charge your credit card when each 
block is sent.
Block of the month #1006454  $39.99 per month $3.99 shipping per month

Backing, 8½ yards, 
#1006455  $109.99

Charlotte Block of 
the Month
Watch beautiful things 
happen over 10 months as 
you piece this quilt made 
from Deborah Edwards’s 
Charlotte line for Northcott. 
Each month you’ll receive 
Jean Nolte's directions, and 
fabrics for a section of the 
quilt top. King 110" x 110". 
We’ll charge your credit card 
when each block is sent.
Block of the month #1006152  
$24.99 per month, $3.99 
shipping per month

Backing, 9¾ yards, 
#1006153  $129.99
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1930’s Collections   
KQ Exclusive!
Indulge your passion for 
30’s prints with these 
reproduction collec tions. 
Small-scale prints will 
vary but will be similar 
to those shown.
Fat quarters, 50 pieces, 
#8800  $139.99 
1/2 yards, 50 pieces,  
#8906  $259.99 
5" charm pack, 50 
pieces, #4701  $14.99 
2½" x 44" strips, 35 
pieces, #4032  $34.99 
10" squares, 35 pieces, 
#4026  $34.99

1930’s Double 
Wedding Ring 
Kit
Make the ultimate 
30’s quilt a faster, 
easier way—with all 
2,003 pieces precut 
(and notched for 
alignment) for you! 
Kit has Diane Ide’s 
piecing directions, 
and reproduction 
fabrics for the top 
and binding. King 
92" x 105".
Kit  
#1006536  $299.99

Solid backing, 8½ yards, 
#1006537  $49.99

NEW | Storybook Flannel Medley™
Keep the kiddos cozy warm in a quilt from this 
six-piece 1930’s reproduction collection by 
Whistler Studios for Windham Fabrics.
Fat quarters #1006196  $15.99 
1/2 yards #1006197  $29.99 
Yardage #1006196 plus letter, $9.92 per yard

NEW | Sparkler Runner Kit   
KQ Exclusive!  QK

Adorn your table 1930’s style with three scrappy blocks. Kit has piecing directions, 
and fabrics from Windham’s Feedsack line for the top and binding. 45" x 18".
Kit #1006266  $34.99

NEW | Sue and 
Sam Kit   
KQ Exclusive!
Sunbonnet Sue 
and Overall Sam 
are synonymous 
with 30’s quilts. 
Kit has Debby 
Kratovil’s piecing 
and applique 
directions, and 
fabrics for the 
top and binding, 
including solids 
and Windham 
Fabrics’ Feedsack 
reproduction 
prints. Baby/throw 
48" x 48".
Kit  
#1006413  $109.99 
Pattern only 
#1006415  $20.00

Backing, 3½ yards, 
#1006414  $39.99

Backing, 1½ yards,  
#1006269  $19.99

Backing, 1½ yards,  
#1006267  $19.99

NEW | Storybook 
Christmas Kit  
KQ Exclusive!
Cute snowman 
and puppy 1930’s 
reproduction prints 
make this a charmer. 
Kit has Wendy 
Sheppard’s piecing 
directions, and 
Windham fabrics for 
the top and binding. 
Throw 39" x 45".
Kit #1006268  $59.99

 Fabric Medley
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back  
in time

NEW | Primrose 
Baskets Runner 
Kit  KQ Exclusive!
Enjoy a classic 19th-
century combination 
of blocks done in 
piecing and applique. 
Kit has directions by Christine Stainbrook of Project 
House 360, and fabrics for the top and binding from 
Legacy Patterns’ Chocolate & Bubblegum line by 
RJR. 71" x 18".
Kit #1002836  $59.99 
Pattern only #1002838  $10.00

NEW | Freedom Bound Block of the Month
Piece 11 different traditional blocks over 12 months. Each month 
you’ll receive directions by Denice Lipscomb of Common Threads 
Quilting, a chapter about slave Hannah Cummings Cotton’s 
journey to freedom, and Nancy Gere’s reproduction fabrics by 

Windham for a section of the quilt top. Queen/king 97" x 97". We’ll charge your credit card 
when each block is sent.
Block of the month #1006604  $29.99 per month, $3.99 shipping per month

NEW  
Heritage 
Kit
Two pieced 
blocks 

in a Log Cabin setting make one 
special quilt. Kit has directions by 
Lynn Wilder of Sew’n Wild Oaks, 
and Judie Rothermel’s reproduction 
prints from Marcus Fabrics’ Macie’s 
Journal line for the top and binding. 
Queen 93" x 93".
Kit #1006773  $199.99 
Pattern only #1006775  $18.00

NEW | Wagon 
Wheels Kit
Repeat one 
traditional block 
in a scrappy mix 
of reproduction 
fabrics. Kit 
has Nancy 
Rink’s piecing 

directions, and Marcus fabrics from Judie 
Rothermel’s Old Sturbridge Anniversary collection 
for the top and binding. Queen 87" x 87".
Kit #1006776  $164.99  
Pattern only #1006778  $10.00

Backing, 1⅝ yards,  
#1002837  $19.99

Backing, 9 yards,  
#1006605  $109.99

Civil War Collections  KQ Exclusive!
Simulate the look of the quilts of the Civil War period. These 
40-piece assortments of reproduction fabrics are in a range of 
colors and prints like those that filled the scrap bags of quilters in 
the 1860’s. (Prints may vary but will be similar to those shown.)  

 
Fat quarters #3584  $119.99  
10" squares #4179  $39.99 
5" charm pack #2351  $13.99  
2½" x 44" strips #2347  $39.99

Backing, 8 yards,  
#1006777  $89.99

Backing, 9 yards,  
#1006774  $109.99
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Fall Frolic Scrap Bag™
Treat yourself to an amazing variety of first-quality fabrics at a great  

bargain price. You’ll get 30 fat quarters at almost 40% off!
#3259, an $80.00 value, only $49.99

Build a fabric stash that’s the envy of all your quilting friends when you’re a 
member of the Scrap Bag of the Month Club. Each month you’ll receive a themed 

collection of 12 regular quarter-yard cuts (9" x 44"). Find more clubs online. 
#3327  $17.99 per scrap bag, shipping just $3.49 a month

Scrap Bag of the Month™ Club

Adding to your fabric stash is so 
affordable with our scrap bag collections. 
Each scrap bag has 12 regular (9" x 44") quarter-yard cuts (three yards)  
of assorted top-quality 100% cottons similar to those shown.  
Receive a free pattern with any scrap-bag order.
Visit www.KeepsakeQuilting.com for more scrap bags.

FREE 56" x 56" 
 Window View quilt pattern

NEW | Flowering Dogwood  
#1006327, a $32.00 value, 
only $19.99

Cappuccino  
#4755, a $32.00 value, only $19.99

Batiks

Pastel Dreams Batiks  
#7274, a $36.00 value, only $24.99

Pink Blossom Batiks  
#3669, a $36.00 value, only $24.99

Tropical Heat Batiks  
#1006312, a $36.00 value, only $24.99

Peacock Batiks  
#1006308, a $36.00 value, 
only $24.99

FREE 56" x 56" 
 Window View quilt pattern

Cozy Fall Flannel  
#6083, a $32.00 value, only $19.99

Prints

Exclusive Keepsake 
Scrap Bags™ 

Dot to Dot   
#6833, a $32.00 value, only $19.99

Black and White  
#1006305, a $32.00 value, only $19.99

Davenport Garden  
#1006306, a $32.00 value, only $19.99

Falling Leaves  
#6688, a $32.00 value, only $19.99

Red Hot Batiks  
#1006309, a $36.00 value, only $24.99

Autumn Harvest Batiks  
#3866, a $36.00 value, only $24.99

Iris Garden Batiks  
#1006311, a $36.00 value, only $24.99

Jack Frost Batiks  
#1002306, a $36.00 value, only $24.99

Passion for Purple Batiks  
#7333, a $36.00 value, only $24.99

Sew Chic Blues  
#1006299, a $32.00 value, only $19.99

NEW | Far Eastern Flair  
#1006344, a $32.00 value, only $19.99

Cocoa Brown Batiks  
#3652, a $36.00 value, only $24.99

Seeing Red  
#4738, a $32.00 value, only $19.99

Golden Glow Batiks  
#4186, a $36.00 value, only $24.99

Spring Has Sprung Batiks   
#2521, a $36.00 value, only $24.99

Gray Matters  
#4242, a $32.00 value, only $19.99

Stonehenge Textures  
#3459, a $32.00 value, only $19.99

Black Beauties  
#3761, a $32.00 value, only $19.99

Black as Night Batiks  
#3697, a $36.00 value, only $24.99
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Amy  
Bradley 
Designs

Campers Kit
BEST SELLER!
The sweetest of vacation 
retreats can come in tiny packages. Kit includes Amy 
Bradley’s applique and piecing directions, buttons, and 
fabrics, including precut fusible-backed applique shapes, 
for the top and binding. Wall size 40" x 54".
Kit #1000376  $149.99 
Pattern only #1000377  $29.00

Precut  
fusible-backed 

shapes!

BEST SELLER!  
Quilt Squad Kit
Chuckles are 
guaranteed! 
Kit includes Amy Bradley’s 
directions for the machine 
buttonhole-stitched, fusible-
appliqued quilt with machine-
stitched details, and fabrics, 
including precut fusible-backed 
applique shapes, for top and 
binding, and buttons. Wall size 
23" x 21".
Kit #1001435  $69.99 
Pattern only #1001436  $15.00

Backing, ¾ yard,  
#1001437  $9.99

Precut  
fusible-backed 

shapes!

NEW | Quilt Diva 
PatternPlus™
She’s full of fun and at every quilt 
getaway! PatternPlus has Amy 
Bradley’s fusible-applique directions, plus 
fabrics for the top and binding, including 
precut fusible-backed applique shapes, 
and “Quilt Diva” button 
badge. You add other 
buttons. Wall size 29" x 53".
PatternPlus™  
#1006779  $109.99 
Pattern and badge 
#1006783  $10.00

NEW | Eat Sleep 
Golf PatternPlus™  

QK
If this is your guy, 
make him this quilt! 

PatternPlus has Amy Bradley’s fusible-
applique directions, plus fabrics for the 
top, binding and backing, including 
precut fusible-backed applique shapes. 
You add buttons. Wall size 10" x 32".
PatternPlus™ #1006780  $49.99 
Pattern only #1006785  $15.00

NEW | 1 Little, 2 Little, 3 Little 
Quilters Kit  QK
Friends make quilting extra special. Kit has 
Amy Bradley’s fusible-applique directions, 
and fabrics for the top, binding and 
backing, including precut fusible-backed 
applique shapes. Wall size 24" x 24".
Kit #1006784  $69.99 
Pattern only #1006781  $15.00

NEW | Ms. Pinny Cush Pattern
Make your sewing friends chuckle with this 5½"-wide fusible-
appliqued and embroidered pincushion. Pattern has Amy 
Bradley’s directions.
#1006786  $12.00

Backing included  
with kit

Backing included  
with kit

Backing, 2¾ yards, 
#1000378  $34.99

Backing, 1⅝ yards,  
#1006782  $19.99

Precut  
fusible-backed 

shapes!

Precut  
fusible-backed 

shapes!

Precut  
fusible-backed 

shapes!
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NEW | Jim Shore 
Seasonal Cats  
Kit of the Month

 50 pieces each  

26" x 26"  
Free Hourglass quilt pattern

Prints

Sweet Pastel Batiks  #4620   $14.99

Keepsake Quilting’s exclusive  

Charm Packs™

Keep it simple, and just start sewing with these 5" squares. One 
50-piece pack will make a 31" x 31" one-patch quilt. We include 
a free quilt pattern for the 26" x 26" Hourglass quilt shown.

Kids’ Delight  #6248  $14.99

Rainbow  #4740  $14.99

Harvest Splendor  #4331  $14.99

Meadow Wild Batiks  #1002237  $14.99

Batik Summer Sizzle  #4591  $14.99

Batik Iris Garden  #4542  $14.99 Petit Florals  #1002238  $14.99

Batik Blue Moon  #7738  $14.99

Teal & Sandstone  #6277  $14.99

4 Members-Only Hotline. 5 20% off of all books.

¢
¢ 3 KQ Coin— Earn $1 in value for every 

$20 spent to use towards 
more stuff!*

* Earn and use KQ Coin for 
Keepsake NeedleArts™ and 
Patternworks™ purchases, too!

The KQiQ Club  
is the smart way to save!

As a member you’ll receive:

A KQiQ Travel Cutting Kit
for joining + surprise gifts during the 
year worth over $100!

FREE standard shipping
throughout the year—including 

continuity programs1  

¢

New for 2016:
FREE admission to the Original Sewing & Quilt Expo events!

One year #9145  $79.99

2  

Black & White & Red  #8959  $14.99

Sanibel Island Batiks  #1002242  $14.99

Autumn Hue Batiks  #4594  $14.99

Make whimsical cat quilts 
through the year. Each 
month, for 12 months, you’ll 
receive a kit with directions, 
a Jim Shore panel from 
Springs Creative, and 
Northcott fabrics for the 
pieced border, backing and 
binding of a 12" x 15" quilt. 
We’ll charge your credit 
card when each kit is sent. 
Order a 12" gold-tone wire 
hanger with dowel rod 
(shown online) to display 
each mini quilt. To turn the 
mini quilts into a 69" x 81" 
throw, order the finishing kit, which includes sashing, 
borders and extra fabric for backing and binding.  
Kit of the month #1006686  $19.99 per kit,  
$3.99 shipping per month 
Finishing kit #1006724  $69.99 
12" French Curls hanger #1006830  $8.79
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organization on pins & needles

NEW 
Itty 
Bowl
This stainless steel bowl has a magnetic 
bottom that pushes pin ends safely out 
to the bowl’s edge. 4¼" diameter. We'll 
choose a color for you.
#1006903  $7.95

NEW | Pin Picker Upper
Pick up pins and needles with the 
magnetic end of the telescoping 
handle, which extends up to 25". 
#1006904  $5.95

NEW  Prop-It® Quilt Block 
Easel
When all you need is a little “quilt wall,” 
this is perfect! A super-grip woven 
surface, which removes for washing, 
covers a sturdy laminated board with a 
collapsible, plastic easel back. 18" x 18". 
#1006914  $29.99

NEW | Fabric Strip Case
Store your 2½" strips wrinkle-free in this plastic snap-
closure case with a textured inner surface and adjustable 
pressure clips that hold the strips in place. 24" x 4¾" x 3½". 
#1006969  $13.99

NEW | Wooden Needle Cases
Store your sewing needles in the prettiest 
possible way—in a 2¼"-high handcrafted 
wooden case. Please select blue, yellow 
or pink. 
#1006934  $6.99

Super Satchel™ Double 
Deep Case and Cone 
Thread Tray
This 15¼" x 14" x 6¼"-deep acid-
free-plastic stackable case has 
dividers for eight compartments. 
Remove the dividers, and slip in 
the plastic thread tray with 25 
wire-frame spindles holding 25 
to 50 cones or spools.  
Clear case #9385  $30.99 
Thread tray #9631  $19.99

Quilter’s Table
Table has a 59" x 36" laminated top, lightweight 
metal frame and locking casters. It folds to either 
36" wide, or 13" wide. Some assembly required. 

Allow two weeks for delivery. The plastic 
Scrap Caddy has pockets and a 

10" basket. Add the padded, 
silver-coated gridded ironing 

cover and the 59" x 36" gridded 
rotary-cutting mat. (Cannot be shipped 
outside the continental U.S. or UPS 2nd Day 
Air®.) Allow two weeks for delivery.  
Cutting mat #9001  $74.99 
Ironing cover #9381  $53.99 
Table #9367  $197.99  
plus $15.00 added shipping 
Scrap Caddy #9266  $28.99

Super Satchel™ Storage Cube
Each 15½" x 16¾" x 15⅝"-deep, 18 lb. melamine 
cube will hold four Super Satchel or six Super 
Satchel Slim boxes, or a combination of both. 
Order and stack two cubes; then attach the set of 
four casters. Super Satchel boxes not included.
Cube, assembly required, #9598  $62.99 
Casters, assembly required, #8954  $8.99

Super 
Satchel™ 
Box  BEST 
SELLER!
This snap-closure plastic 
case is 15" x 14" x 3½" deep.
#9870  $15.99

Quilt Wall   
KQ Exclusive!
The 72" x 72" felted 
design cloth is great 
for holding fabric in 
place without pinning.
#9345  $39.99

SAR® Acid-Free Storage Box
Store quilts and linens in this acid-free 
and lignin-free fiberboard box. Includes 
24 sheets of acid-free tissue (20" x 30"). 
(Sorry, #9095  and #1006714 cannot be 
shipped outside the contiguous U.S.) 
18" x 15" x 5"-high box #9257  $18.99 
30" x 18" x 6"-high box #9095  $29.99 
NEW | 40" x 18" x 6"-high box  
#1006714  $39.99 
Extra tissue, 24 sheets, #1006968  $4.99

Book Keepers
Slide your 
magazine or 
booklet through 
one of the plastic 
holders, and it’s 
ready to put in a 
standard three-
ring binder. Set 
of 24.
#8454  $10.99

Thin Quilting 
Pins
These 1⅞"-long, 
extra-thin, glass-
head pins will 
glide effortlessly 
through your 
quilts. 100 pins 
per box.
#8009  $11.49

LED Needle Threader   
BEST SELLER!
A bright LED light is activated when you 
slide the threader out of its protective 
plastic case, which includes a built-in 
thread cutter. 1" x 1¾" closed.
#1001183  $6.99

Heart Pins
Both colorful and attractive, these 2⅛"-
long pins come with flat plastic heads or 
⅛"-thick pearlized heads. 
35 pearlized pins #1001180  $6.99 
50 flat-head pins #1001181  $5.99

Coil-Less 
Curved Safety 

Pins
Baste quilts with 11/16" nickel-

plated steel pins that are curved for easy 
insertion and coil-less to avoid snagging 
fibers. Package of 50. 
#1000399  $3.99

Roxanne™ Needles
Choose betweens (a favorite 
for quilting), sharps (great for 
piecing), or 1¼"-long applique 
needles. 50 needles per case.
#9 betweens #8384  $9.99 
#10 betweens #8763  $9.99 
#11 betweens #8663  $9.99 
#12 betweens #8204  $9.99 
#10 sharps #8209  $9.99 
#11 sharps #8804  $9.99 
#12 sharps #8223  $9.99 
Applique #8438  $9.99

NEW | Desk 
Needle 
Threader
Help is here! 
Thread 
needles with a 
simple push of 
a button when 
you use this 
plastic needle 
threader by 
Clover with a 
built-in cutter. 
#1006983  
$16.25
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tools 
of the 
trade

NEW | Creative Grids® Rulers
Use the acrylic triangle ruler by It’s Sew Emma to 
cut and sew twelve 30° triangles for a complete 
circle, or to create intricate 12" blocks. Create 
half-square triangles four different ways, in sizes 
from 1" to 6", using the half-square-triangle tool 
designed by Brenda Henning. And create perfect 
4" or 6" Log Cabin, Half Log Cabin or Courthouse 

Steps blocks—trimming after each round—using the 
trim tools by Jean Ann Wright.
4" Log Cabin Trim Tool #1006908  $12.95 
6" Log Cabin Trim Tool #1006909  $17.95 
Starburst 30° Triangle Ruler #1006906  $20.95 
Half Square 4-in-1 Triangle Ruler #1006907  $19.95

NEW | Olfa® Folding Cutting 
Mat
Transporting, storing, and using your 
cutting mat in class is so much easier 
when you can fold it! The wave cut down 
the middle ensures smooth cutting. 
12" x 17" #1006910  $49.99 
17" x 24" #1006911  $69.99

NEW  
Guidelines™ 
Ruler
This 6" x 12" acrylic ruler has built-
in grip strips and a sliding guideline 
for aligning fabric. Buy two rulers and 
turn them into a 6" x 24", 12" square or 
corner square ruler by joining them with the plastic Guidelines 
Ruler Connector™. Slip-proof any rulers and templates with 
the 11¾-long x ³/16"-wide peel-and-stick Grip Strips, which can 
be cut to any length. Add sliding guidelines to any standard 
12" and 24" ruler using the Upgrade Kit, which includes 12" 
and 24" fabric guides and six 11¾" Grip Strips. 
6" x 12" ruler #1006916  $19.95 
Connector #1006915  $11.95 
Set of two rulers and a connector #1006984  $49.95 
Grip Strips™, set of six, #1006917  $9.95 
Upgrade Kit #1006918  $27.95

NEW | No-Scorch Pressing Pad
Protect fabrics from scorching; prevent 
ironed-in wrinkles; and keep zippers and 
snaps from scratching your iron with this 
23¼" x 15½" mesh pad. Set of two. 
#1006919  $4.49

NEW | Iron Sole
Slip this covering over the bottom of your 
iron to protect fabrics such as wool, silk, 
velvet or nylon from scorching. Universal 
size 6½" x 10". 
#1006920  $6.29

NEW | Ironing Mat
Set your iron on the silicone 
iron rest when using this 
portable ironing surface 

with extra-thick heat-insulation 
foam padding. 28" x 19½". 

#1006921  $11.99

NEW | Add-A-Quarter® Plus 
Rulers
Rotary cut seam allowances when 
foundation piecing or when using plastic 
or freezer-paper templates. These 2" 
wide acrylic rulers have a ¼" lip edge and 
a tapered edge. Set of two, 6" and 12". 
Proceeds to help fight breast cancer. 
#1006923  $21.99

Clover Wedge Iron
Find the perfect little iron for class or travel. 
It has a wide, ergonomic handle, narrow tip 
and large temperature dial. Comes with a 
small spray bottle. 6¼" long x 2⅜" wide.
#1001538  $49.99

Olfa® Splash™ Rotary Cutter
Now in royal purple, the 45mm Olfa 
cutter has a contoured, grooved handle 
(to prevent finger slippage) and a quick-
blade-change design. A GREAT VALUE!
Cutter #1000392  $17.99 
45mm refill blades (5) #8331  $34.99

Angle Master Scissors
Get an upright cut with these ergonomic 
stainless-steel scissors that conform to 
the natural fit of the hand. 7" long. 
#1000393  $14.99

Olfa® Rotary Cutters
CUSTOMER FAVORITE!
Cutter comes in sizes from 18mm for 
doing intricate cutting to the 60mm  
for cutting up to eight fabric layers.  
18mm cutter #8285  $12.99 
18mm refill blades (2)  #8292  $7.99 
28mm cutter #8290  $15.99 
28mm refill blades (2) #8329  $8.99 
45mm cutter #8291  $20.99 
45mm refill blades (5) #8331  $34.99 
60mm cutter #8320  $31.99 
60mm refill blade (1) #8435  $13.99

Seam Guide
Draw an 
exact ¼" seam 
allowance on 
any shape 
template by 
inserting pen or 
pencil into the 
hole of the acrylic disk and tracing 
around the shape. Set of six. 
#1001550  $5.99

Fons & Porter Melon 
Template Set
Cut and piece melon curves with 
accuracy using this two-piece acrylic 
template set. Join four of the 5" units for 
a 10" Melon Patch or Orange Peel block. 
#1006567  $19.99

Fons & Porter Whirling 
Pinwheel Template Set
Make curved-blade 16" Pinwheel blocks 
using this four-piece acrylic template 
set. Includes directions to cut and piece 
the blades and applique the center.
#1006568  $29.99

Fons & Porter Half 
and Quarter 
Ruler
Use this one 
acrylic ruler 
to cut 
both 
half-square and quarter-square triangles from the 
same width strips (up to 5"). Directions included. 
#1006582  $12.99

Fons & 
Porter 
Hexagon 
Ruler
Cut 1" to 
6" hexagons 
and 1" to 3" 
half hexagons 
using this acrylic ruler, which 
includes directions. 
#1006586  $19.99

Fons & Porter 
Diamond Ruler
Use this acrylic 
template to cut 60° 
diamonds from 1" to 6" high (finished size) 
from fabrics strips. Directions included. 
#8584  $20.99

Hot Ruler
Measure, mark, fold and press mitered 
corners and hems using this thin, heat-
resistant, non-slip, Press Perfect® ruler by Clover. 10" x 2½". 
#1002451  $19.99

Fons & Porter 
Triangle Trimmers
For accurate piecing, trim 
tips off of right-angle 
triangles of any size using 
this set of two 3½" x 3½" 
acrylic templates with 
non-slip backs. 
#1006585  $7.99

Fons & Porter Binding Tool
Mark and stitch binding ends together 
for a smooth finish by using this acrylic 
tool and directions. 3¾" x 3¾". 
#1006719  $8.99

Fons & Porter Quarter Inch Seam Marker
Mark ¼" sewing lines when piecing half-square and quarter-square triangles.  
Set of two ½"-wide acrylic strips, 8" and 12". 
#1006583  $14.99
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lighting

stencils

thread NEW | Naturalight™ 
Smart Lamp R10
It’s lightweight, portable, 
rechargeable (up to four 
hours of light), and has 
three ways to power—
internal rechargeable 
battery (included), plug-in 
power supply and USB 
cable. The daylight™ LED 
lamp has three brightness 
levels. 9¾" high folded. Splendid for class!
#1006902  $40.00

Ultimate Quilt Pounce Pad
Wipe the powder-filled pad over the tiny mesh 
openings of the plastic quilting stencils. Iron to 
remove white powder. 
Pad #8753  $15.99 2 oz. refill #8771  $5.99 

AURIfil™ Thread 
Collections
Have a thread color for 
every project. These 
50-weight/2-ply 
cotton threads for 
piecing, applique and 
machine quilting come 
in collections of twelve 
1422-yard spools in 
snap-closure plastic 
cases. From Italy. 

Rainbow of Colors #9178  $129.99

KQ Exclusive!  Variegated Colors #1000416  $129.99

AURIfil™ 
Thread of the 
Month Club
Collect four colors 
a month, and at the 
end of 12 months, 
you’ll have the most 
popular AURIfil 
colors, as shown, for 
piecing, applique 
and machine-
quilting projects. As 
a club member, each 
month you’ll receive 
four 1422-yard spools 
of 50-weight/2-ply 
fine Italian cotton 
thread. As a special 
gift for joining the 

club, we’ll also send you a 
free plastic hinged-lid case 
in the first month, a $10.00 
value, to hold all 48 spools. 
We’ll charge your credit 
card each month.
#1000701  $49.99 per 
month, $3.99 shipping per 
month

AURIfil™ Invisible Thread
This 100% nylon Italian-made thread for 
machine quilting and machine applique is 
a “zero thread breakage” product with a 
smooth, shiny (but not reflective) finish. 
16,400-yard cone. Specify smoke or clear. 
#9869  $49.99

AURIfil™ Darlene Zimmerman 
1930’s Thread Collections.
Use 1930’s colors when piecing, 
appliqueing or machine quilting. This 
50-weight/2-ply fine Italian cotton thread 
comes in a collection of ten 220-yard 
spools (see online) or a plastic hinged-lid 
boxed set of twelve 1422-yard spools. 
Small #1000280  $45.99 
Large #8089  $129.99

I See  
Wrapable  
Light   
BEST SELLER!
Wrap this LED light around your neck, 
sewing machine or quilt frame, or stand it 
on your table. Batteries included.
#9868  $15.99

Mighty 
Bright® Sewing 
Machine Light
BEST SELLER! 
Attach the 2½" x 1" 
adhesive-backed 
base to your 
machine, and slip 
in the light. The 
flexible-neck light 
has a powerful LED 
that never needs replacing, and comes 
with one AAA battery and an extra 
mounting base.
#8385  $14.99

Craftlite™ Dublin Magnifier 
Light  BEST SELLER!
Goose-neck lamp has 21 LED’s with 
a 5"-diameter 1.75X magnifier, base 
for floor or tabletop, and a frame clip. 
Batteries not included. AC adapter 
included. Protect the magnifier with 
the padded-fabric cover, which will 
prevent sunlight from causing a fire. 
Light #9875  $131.99 plus $5.00  
added shipping 
Lamp Protector #8412  $19.99

Stipple stencil,  
11" x 8½", #8776  $5.99 

Meander, 11" x 8½, 
#8193  $5.99 

Spiral, 7½" x 7½", 
#8389  $5.99 

NEW | Basket Weave, 1" x 
2" strips, #1006928  $11.99 

NEW | Honeycomb,  
2" units, #1006929  $11.99 

NEW | 1" Grid on Point #1006930  $5.99 

NEW | Garden 
Friends, 4" x 4" 

motifs, #1006931  
$5.99 

Swirl border, 17" x 11", #8662  $11.99 Spiral borders, 17" x 11", #8755  $11.99

Bobbin Buddies™  
CUSTOMER FAVORITE!
Slip a Bobbin Buddie over a bobbin, and 
it won’t unwind. Set of 24.
#8161  $15.49

AURIfil™ Basics  
Thread Collections   
CUSTOMER FAVORITE!
These 1422-yard spools of fine Italian 
50-weight/2-ply cotton thread are great 
for hand and machine piecing, applique 
and machine quilting. The 12-spool 
collection has the must-have basic  
neutral colors, packaged in a snap-
closure plastic case.
12-spool Basics collection #9701  $129.99 
Four-spool collection #8360  $49.99
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new & 
nifty 

notions

machine mates

NEW | Fabri™ Flair Brio Sphere 
Pattern
Cover templates with fabric and hand 
stitch a 3¾" faceted sphere or bowl. 
Pattern has directions and precut mat-
board templates for two projects. By 
Indygo Junction. 
#1006901  $9.99

NEW | Appli-Glue™
“Baste” appliques in place 
with this water-soluble, 
temporary-bond glue.  
By Jillily Studio.
Appli-Glue™, 2 oz.,  
#1006912  $9.59

NEW | The Gypsy Quilter™  
Sit Upon
Sit comfortably for hours while quilting, 
sewing, reading or driving with this softly 
inflated, flexible, rubberized disc, with a 
nubby texture. 13½" diameter. 
#1006922  $30.00

NEW | 505 Spray and 
Fix®
Position appliques on your 
project, or “baste” batting 
to fabric with this non-toxic 
temporary-bond spray. 5.6 oz. 
spray can. No foreign, Canadian 
or air shipments.
#1006924  $12.50

NEW  
Fabri-Tac 
No-Sew 
Kit™
Look to these 
specialty fabric 
adhesives for 
your no-sew 
needs. Fabric-Tac bonds fabrics, leather and 
trims; Embellish-It bonds crystals, sequins 
and more to fabrics; and Quick Mend is for 
rips, tears and holes in sturdy fabrics and 
leathers. Set of three 1 oz. tubes. 
#1006925  $7.50

NEW | Charlotte’s 
Fusible Web
Fuse without the 
stiffness of adhesive web 
when you machine stitch 
the applique edges with 
this fusible nylon thread 
in your bobbin. 115 yards. 
#1006927  $5.99

Sew Steady® Wish Table
The 22½" x 25½" acrylic extension table has adjustable legs, 

a grid, a drawer tray and a lock to secure table to machine, 
and a circle sewing tool. It comes with a free 26" x 25" x 
1½"-deep padded, zippered, nylon travel bag with an 

outside zippered pocket and an inside pocket. For table, 
include machine make and 
model. (Cannot be shipped 
outside the contiguous U.S. or 
via UPS 2nd Day Air®.)
Table #9159  a $248.00  
value for $199.99 plus  
$5.00 added shipping 
Polish kit #8349  $9.99

Free 
Travel 

Bag 
worth 

$49.00!

Sew & Go Sewing Table
This laminate-top table, with 
a sewing-machine platform 
measuring 18⅞" x 7⅞" (fits 
most machines), folds flat 
for travel or storage and has 
wheels for easy transport. 
40" x 22" x adjustable 29"–36" 
height. (Cannot be shipped 
outside the contiguous U.S. or 
via UPS 2nd Day Air.) Allow 
two weeks for delivery. 
#9354  $289.99 plus $10.00 
added shipping

Clover Wonder 
Clips
The small 1"-long plastic clips have ¼" and 
½" seam markings. The 23/16"-long jumbo 
clips have ¼", ½" and 1" markings. Pink 
supports breast cancer awareness.
24 jumbo green #9804  $24.99 
10 small red #9225  $6.99 
50 small red #9768  $32.99 
100 small red #8658  $59.99

The Pedal 
Betty
This rigid, foam-
covered Steady 
Betty™ “board” 
will keep your 
pedal in place.
6" x 12" #9301  
$27.99 
12" x 12" #9459  
$37.99

Ruler Foot and Free-Motion-Quilting Template Starter Set
Use templates while doing free-motion quilting on your domestic sewing machine. The set 
includes a foot, which stitches ¼" from the template edge, and six acrylic templates for a 
variety of designs. Please indicate sewing-machine model. Allow two weeks for delivery.
#1001195  $169.99

Perfect 
Piecing 
Seam 
Guide and 
Qtools™ 
Sewing 
Edge
For a scant ¼" seam, place the 4" x 1¼" 
plastic seam guide under your presser 
foot, and lower your needle through the 
hole. Then place a thick, repositionable, 
Qtools Sewing Edge vinyl strip against the 
guide and remove the guide for sewing. 
Five ⅜" x 3½" vinyl strips per package.
Perfect Piecing Seam Guide #8236  $5.99 
Qtools™ Sewing Edge #8095  $7.99

Warm & Natural™  
Cotton Batting  BEST SELLER!
This needle-punched batting is a real 
go-to favorite. It can be quilted up to 10" 
apart and is extremely soft and easy to 
work. 87.5% cotton/12.5% polypropylene. 
Crib, 45" x 60", #8955  $9.99 
Twin, 72" x 90", #8126  $22.99 
Full, 84" x 96", #8250  $27.99 
Queen, 90" x 108", #8956  $31.99 
King, 124" x 120", #8403  $47.99

Batting Seam 
Tape   
BEST SELLER!
Join batting scraps 
together using this 
1½"-wide soft fusible 
tape. 10-yard roll.
#8122  $6.99

Quilt Binding Express   
 BEST SELLER!
Pull 2", 2¼" or 2½" fabric strips through 
the slot, and watch them fold. Then press 
on the padded surface. 12" x 6".
#9340  $25.99

Colorworks Quilt Labels
Colorful quilts deserve colorful labels 
such as these by Deborah Edwards for 
Northcott. You’ll receive a 44" x 23" panel 
with 24 labels 6" x 5".  
#1006005  $8.99

finishing touches

Prairie Vine. 108" wide; medium scale. 
Specify natural, green, blue or red. 
#1002470  $14.72 per yard

EXTRA WIDE!

Quilt Backings
Quilt backing fabric shouldn’t be an afterthought! You use more of it than any  

 other fabric in your quilt, so make it count. And don’t overlook its many other 
uses—from duvet covers to tablecloths. 

Easy 
Binding 
Winder
Clamp this 
nifty plastic gadget to an ironing board 
to wind binding as it’s being ironed. Store 
the binding roll, or set the winder next to 
your machine as you roll out the binding 
to sew to your quilt. 6" x 8" x 9" high. 
Winder #1000068  $19.99 
Two extra spools #1000069  $7.99

NEW | Words of Hope. 108" wide; 
letters up to ⅞" high.   
#1006933  $15.92 per yard

NEW | Newspaper Clippings.  
108" wide; newsprint-size letters.   
#1006932  $15.92 per yard
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Keepsake Quilting’s exclusive  

2½" strip collections
Enjoy strip-piecing possibilities galore when your fabric is already precisely cut into 20 themed 
2½" x 44" strips. Use two collections to make the center of the 69" x 80" quilt shown. Carol 
Morrissey’s pattern also has piecing directions for two additional sizes.
Strips and Sparks pattern #6832  $8.00

Print Collections

NEW | Sandstone & Slate #1006346  $19.99Red & White #7011  $19.99

Red, White & Blue #7569  $19.99 NEW | Aqua Mist #1006345  $19.99

Rose & Thyme #7729  $19.99

NEW | Autumn Delight #1006347  $19.99

Black & White Batiks #7732  $19.99

Royal Purple Batiks #1912  $19.99

Batik Collections

Tidal Pool Batiks #1944  $19.99

Bejeweled Batiks #4413  $19.99 NEW | Coffee & Cream Batiks #1006348  $19.99

Bali Jewels #8540  $19.99

Harvest Batiks #1981  $19.99

Rose Garden Batiks #1002240  $19.99

Merry Go 
Round Kit  

QK    
KQ Exclusive!
Experience the 
fun of making a 

Log Cabin quilt from precut 2½" strips. Kit has 
piecing directions and fabrics, including precut 
strips, by Wilmington Batiks for the quilt top 
and binding, and a 14" pillow.  
Throw 52" x 52".
Kit #1005971  $69.99

Batik backing, 3½ yards, 
#1005972  $44.99

Precut  
2½" strips!

Solid backing, 4⅛  yards, 
#1006788  $39.99

Precut  
2½" strips!

Violet Fields #7601  $19.99Pink & Gray #3856  $19.99

Citrus Batiks #1952  $19.99

White Icing #2334  $19.99

NEW | Butterfly Blooms Kit
Bright solids make a bold statement 
in this Log Cabin-style quilt by 
Georgette Dell’Orco of Cozy Quilt 
Designs. Kit has piecing directions for 
three sizes, and American Made Brand 
solids by Clothworks, including precut 
2½ strips, for the top and binding of 
the size shown, throw 66" x 66".
Kit #1006787  $89.99 
Pattern only #1006789  $9.00
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57" x 75"  
Easy Street quilt pattern

Prints

Batiks

Midnight Garden #1006314  $34.99

NEW | Cozy Fall Flannels #1006343  $34.99

Delft Blue #1006300  $34.99

Rosewood Batiks #1005966  $36.99

NEW | Sea Glass Batiks  
#1006856  $36.99

57" x 75"  
Easy Street quilt pattern

Find more Color  
Story Collections at 

KeepsakeQuilting.com

Caribbean Dream Batiks #1006315  $36.99

Keepsake Color     Story Collections™

exclusive themed 12-piece fat-quarter collections

NEW | Oasis   
#1006191  $34.99

All of our fabrics are  
100% top-quality cotton.

 You can feel the difference.

Fire Island Batiks #1000804  $36.99NEW | Gypsy Batiks #1006511  $36.99

NEW | Rainbow Batiks #1006857  $36.99

NEW | Fall Splendor Batiks #1006194  $36.99

Reproduction Shirtings #8450  $34.99

Marianna #1006307  $34.99

Into The Wild #3306  $34.99

Laurel Burch #1002252  $34.99 Black & White #8756  $34.99

Background Beauties Batiks #1000745  $36.99

Summer Mum  #1006303  $34.99Music to My Ears #5111  $34.99

Miss Scarlet  #1001567  $34.99

Sew Refreshing  #1001568  $34.99

Sweet Memories Batiks  #1001425  $36.99

Winter Spa Batiks  #6176  $36.99

Sand Dune #7246  $34.99

American Pride #6395  $34.99 Cream & Toast Batiks #3401  $36.99

Bali Blues Batiks #7329  $36.99

Orchid Mist Batiks  #1005965  $36.99

Easy Street Pattern   
BEGINNER FRIENDLY!
Get a great scrappy look with this easy-to-piece 
pattern made from fat quarters. Pattern by the staff 
of Fons & Porter’s Love of Quilting magazine has 
directions for four quilt sizes, baby to queen. We 
show the 72" x 84" twin size here, which calls for 24 
fat quarters. Order two each of a favorite 12-piece 
fat-quarter collection featured here or on our website 
at www.KeepsakeQuilting.com. Just add your own 
binding and backing fabric. 
Pattern #1006977  $6.95
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Starburst 
Kit
Give tradition 
a new twist 
with radiating 
star points. 
Kit has piecing directions by 
Stitches from Heaven, and 
Island Batik fabrics for the top 
and binding. Throw 60" x 60".
Kit #1005864  $159.99 
Pattern only  
#1005866  $18.00

Batik backing, 4 yards, 
#1005865  $49.99

Bali Breezes 
72-piece Collection
Fat quarters #2952  $219.99 
10" squares #2951  $79.99 
5" charm pack #4957  $19.99  
2½" x 42" strips #2136  $79.99

Pretty Petals Medley™ 
Fat quarters, #7202  $19.99 

1/2 yards, #7207  $38.99 
10" squares, #2268  $15.99

Sunshine Medley™ 
Fat quarters #7244  $19.99 

1/2 yards #7245  $38.99 
10" squares #2354  $15.99

Sunset Medley™ 
Fat quarters #7208  $19.99 

1/2 yards #7211  $38.99 
10" squares #2366  $15.99

Sand Dollar Medley™ 
Fat quarters #7373  $19.99 

1/2 yards #7382  $38.99 
10" squares #2381  $15.99

Leafy Greens Medley™ 
Fat quarters #7155  $19.99 

1/2 yards #7166  $38.99 
10" squares #2387  $15.99

Caribbean Medley™ 
Fat quarters #7263  $19.99 
1/2 yards #7360  $38.99 

10" squares #2395  $15.99

Seaside Medley™ 
Fat quarters #7177  $19.99 

1/2 yards #7181  $38.99 
10" squares #2403  $15.99

Pansy Garden Medley™ 
Fat quarters #7195  $19.99 
1/2 yards #7200  $38.99 

10" squares #2433  $15.99

Forest Floor Medley™ 
Fat quarters #7147  $19.99 
1/2 yards #7149  $38.99 

10" squares #2442  $15.99

For natural texture and color blending, Balis are beyond compare. We offer nine affordable 
assortments in eight-piece fat-quarter and half-yard collections, and 16 die-cut 10" squares (two 
each of eight fabrics). We’ve gathered together all the colors in the 72-piece rainbow-spanning 
collection in a variety of sizes. All 100% top-quality cotton.

Keepsake Quilting’s Exclusive Bali Blenders

NEW | Midnight Gems Kit
Two alternating pieced blocks combine for a 
gem of a quilt. Kit has directions by Linda Hahn 
of Frog Hollow Designs, and batik fabrics for the 
top and binding. Throw 64" x 76".
Kit #1006790  $139.99 
Pattern only #1006792  $10.00

NEW  
Dance of the 
Dragonfly 
Kit
Iridescent 
dragonflies are 
breathtaking 
against a 
luminous 
color-shaded 
background. 
Kit has JoAnn 
Hoffman’s 
fusible-applique 
directions, and 
fabrics, including 
batiks, for the 
top and binding. 
40" x 40".
Kit #1006824  
$114.99 
Pattern only 
#1006826  
$20.00

pieced gems

Bali solid backing, 5 yards, 
#1006791  $54.99 

Bali solid backing, 2½ yards, 
#1006825  $29.99 
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NEW | Mosaic Plume Medley™
Blues and purples make a lovely, cool 
pairing in this five-piece Timeless Treasures 
collection by Chong-A Hwang with flowers 
up to 3¾" across.
Fat quarters #1006799  $14.99 
1/2 yards #1006800  $28.99 
Yardage #1006799 plus letter   
$10.88 per yard

blooming 
blues

 Fabric Medley

Y

A

DC

B

NEW | Evening Garden Kit  QK
Pieced inner borders provide the frame 
for lovely large-scale floral prints. Kit has 
directions by Susan Jensen of Quilted 
Escapes, and fabrics for the top and binding 
from Northcott’s Mystic Garden collection 
by Deborah Edwards. Throw 41" x 51".
Kit #1005985  $69.99  
Pattern only #1005987  $12.00

NEW | Suffolk Table 
Runner Kit
Lend elegance to your 
table-scape with this 
pieced runner. Kit has 
directions by Jill Boyd of 
the Quilt Chef, and fabrics 
for the top and binding 
from Timeless Treasures. 
23" x 82".
Kit #1006563  $49.99

Backing, 2½ yards, 
#1006564  $32.99

NEW | Riviera Medallion Kit
Mediterranean blues sparkle in this soothing quilt. Kit has piecing directions, 
and batiks for the top and binding from Robert Kaufman Fabrics’ Portofino 
Batiks collection. King 98" x 98".
Kit #1006793  $179.99

Batik backing, 9 yards, 
#1006794  $114.99

Backing, 2⅔ yards, 
#1006797  $29.99

Backing, 2⅞ yards, 
#1005986  $34.99

NEW  
Mosaic 
Plume 
Kit
Be proud 
to make 
this mostly 
pieced 
quilt with a 
printed panel 
in the center. 
Kit has 
directions 
by Osie 
Lebowitz 
of Broome 
Street 
Patterns, and 
fabrics for 
the top and 
binding from 
Timeless 
Treasures. 
Throw  
40" x 59".
Kit #1006796  
$44.99
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NEW | Fall Splendor #1006324  $24.99 NEW | Cool Lagoon Batiks #1006325  $26.99

Keepsake Quilting’s exclusive 

10" square 
collector series

FREE 38" x 57" 
 Hugs and Kisses quilt pattern

each includes 25 precut squares 
and a FREE pattern

Background and binding fabric pack #1006349  $17.99

Print Collections

Join a Keepsake Quilting 
10" Square Collection of 
the Month™ Club

Let us surprise you with a coordinated 20-piece collection of 10" die-cut 
squares every month. Use for appliques, big-block quilts, or cut into quarters 
for 5" charm squares. Include your credit card number and expiration. We’ll 
charge your card when each club is sent.  
Prints #4940  $18.99 per month Bali #4362  $19.99 per month 
Rainbow #4396  $18.99 per month Shipping just $2.99 per month

Harvest Batiks #8439  $26.99

Bali Sunrise Sunset #3674  $26.99

Woodland Green Batiks #2097  $26.99 Shades of Purple Batiks #2159  $26.99

Bali Sandstone #2555  $26.99

Bali Pastels #2285  $26.99

NEW | Spring Pink Batiks #1006326  $26.99

FREE 38" x 57" 
 Hugs and Kisses quilt pattern

Background and binding fabric pack #1006351  $17.99

NEW | Fruits & Veggies #1006322  $24.99

Sew Chic #1703  $24.99

Kids’ Crayon Brights #6299  $24.99 NEW | Black & White #1006321  $24.99

Sweet Baby #4434  $24.99

NEW | Love to Sew #1006323  $24.99

Lupine Hills #1006317  $24.99

 Batik Collections
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NEW | Math Kit
However you calculate 
it; this is one fun quilt! 
Kit has piecing and 
applique directions by 
Sue Marsh of Whistlepig 
Creek Productions, and 
RJR fabrics from Sue’s 
Geekery line for the  
top and binding.  
Throw 63" x 83".
Kit #1006272  $114.99 
Pattern only  
#1006274  $10.00

NEW | Splash Kit  QK
Fish with dimensional fins add to the 
appeal of this great quilt. Kit has applique 

directions by Deb Grogan of the Quilt Factory, and batik fabrics for the top 
and binding from Clothworks’ Botanica line. Throw 42" x 52".
Kit #1006827  $59.99 Pattern only #1006829  $9.00

Zoe Zebra Kit  QK  
Floppy three-dimensional ears and flower petals 
only add to the charm! Kit has piecing and applique 
directions, and American Made Brand solids from 
Clothworks for the top and binding of the 40" x 50" 
throw. This quilt, designed by Deb Grogan, comes to 
us from our friends at Quiltmaker magazine.
Kit #1006076  $69.99

Solid backing, 2⅞ yards,  
#1006021  $29.99

Sheep Little Baby Kit  
QK  

Make the sweetest of lambs just by piecing. Kit has directions by 
Lorrie Franz of bean counter Quilts, and fabrics by Clothworks for 
the top and binding. Throw/wall size 37" x 40".
Kit #1001983  $49.99 
Pattern only #1001985  $9.00

Solid backing, 1⅓ yards,  
#1001984  $12.99

Play Date Kit  QK  
Baby wild animals live in 
beautiful harmony. Kit has 
fusible-applique directions from 
Gwen Carreon Designs, and 
fabrics, including Hoffman batiks 
for the top, backing and binding. 
Wall size 34" x 28".
Kit #1006071  $109.99 
Pattern only #1006073  $12.50

Batik backing  
included with kit

Precut  
fusible-backed 

shapes!

My Bubba Kit
How’s this giraffe for a cute, cuddly play mat! Kit includes 
directions and super-soft polyester fleece for the top and backing. 
You provide the stuffing. From Shannon Fabrics. 24" x 42".
Kit #1006075  $39.99

Batik backing, 2¾ yards, 
#1006828  $34.99

kids’ corner

Backing, 5 yards,  
#1006273  $64.99
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Sparks Kit  KQ Exclusive!  QK  
Piece half- and quarter-square triangles for jewel-like 
results. Each kit includes directions and batik fabrics, 
including precut 5" squares, for either the top and 
binding of the 26" x 26" table-topper or the top and 
backing of a set of four 11" x 15" place mats. Fabrics by Wilmington Batiks.
Place mat kit #1002759  $39.99 Table-topper kit #1002757  $29.99

Table-topper backing,  
1⅛ yards, #1002758  $14.99

Angel’s Trumpet Kit
Experience the beauty of a 
Hawaiian quilt in batiks. Kit 
has directions by Connie 
Sayler of Pacific Rim Quilt 
Company, using your favorite 
applique technique, and 

fabrics for the top and 
binding from Jinny Beyer’s 
Malam Batiks line from 
RJR. Full/queen 84" x 84".
Kit #1006489  $189.99 
Pattern only  
#1006491  $15.00

Batik backing, 7½ yards, 
#1006490  $74.99

NEW | Berry Berry 
Blue Kit
The colors are cool and 
the look is too in this pieced quilt. Kit 
has Ramona Sorenson’s directions, and 
fabrics for the top and binding from 
RJR’s Malam Batiks line by Jinny Beyer. 
Created by our friends at McCall’s 
Quilting. Twin 74" x 87".
Kit #1006806  $139.99

Batik backing, 5¾ yards, 
#1006807  $79.99

NEW | Moon  
Over Waterfall  
Kit  QK
Capture a serene, 
Asian-inspired scene using a printed center panel and 
pieced borders. Kit has Gina Gempesaw’s directions, 
and Red Rooster fabrics by Keiichi Nishimura for the 
top. Throw/wall size 40" x 60".
Kit #1006804  $59.99

Backing, 2¾ yards, 
#1006805  $34.99

purple 
reign

NEW | Dan’s Climb Kit
Combine deep-darks with brights 
in cool blues and purples. Kit has 
Heather Spence’s piecing directions for 
seven quilt sizes, and fabrics from RJR’s 
Malam Batiks line by Jinny Beyer for 
the top and binding of the smallest size 
shown, throw 56" x 56".
Kit #1006808  $69.99 
Pattern only #1006810  $9.00

Batik backing, 3½ yards, 
#1006809  $44.99
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Amish Black Fabric   
BEST SELLER!
A hard-to-find rich black cotton solid. 
#9738  $6.96 per yard

Solid backing, 3 yards, 
#1006118  $24.99

Arcade Kit
Kit has piecing 
directions by 
Julie Herman of 
Jaybird Quilts for 
four quilt sizes, 
using templates 

or a special acrylic ruler, and solid fabrics for the 
top and binding of the size shown, throw 48" x 
65". The 10" x 8" Sidekick ruler is for diamonds, 
60° triangles and half triangles in sizes up to 4".
Kit #1006117  $59.99 
Pattern only #1006119  $10.00 
Sidekick ruler #8247  $17.99

Field Day Kit
Start with a generous dose of Kona’s 
2016 Color of the Year (Highlight) 
for this sunny quilt. Kit has piecing 
directions and Kona Cotton Solids by 
Robert Kaufman Fabrics for the top and 
binding. Throw 62" x 80".
Kit #1006226  $69.99

Solid backing, 5 yards, 
#1006227  $39.99

solids
Simply Solids
You’d look far and wide to find the vast 
assortment and range of colors in the finest-
quality 100% cotton fabric that Keepsake 
Quilting is proud to offer you in these seven-
piece solid Medleys™.
To order yardage, use ¼-yard number plus 
letter  $7.92 per yard

Ready for Red Medley™ 
1/4 yards #1006098  $14.99 
1/2 yards #1006099  $28.99

Sunny Yellow Medley™ 
1/4 yards #1006102  $14.99 
1/2 yards #1006103  $28.99

Field and Meadow Medley™ 
1/4 yards #1006108  $14.99 
1/2 yards #1006109  $28.99

Beautiful Blues Medley™ 
1/4 yards #1006104  $14.99 
1/2 yards #1006105  $28.99

Perky Purple Medley™ 
1/4 yards #1006110  $14.99 
1/2 yards #1006111  $28.99

Naturally Neutrals Medley™ 
1/4 yards #1006112  $14.99 
1/2 yards #1006113  $28.99

A A A

A A A

A A A

B B B

B B B

B B B

C C C

C C C

C C C

D D D

D D D

D D D

E E E

E E E

E E E

F F F

F F F

F F F

G G G

G G G

G G G

Pretty in Pink Medley™ 
1/4 yards #1006096  $14.99 
1/2 yards #1006097  $28.99

Turq and Teal Medley™ 
1/4 yards #1006106  $14.99 
1/2 yards #1006107  $28.99

L’Orange Medley™ 
1/4 yards #1006100  $14.99 
1/2 yards #1006101  $28.99

Solid backing, 4 yards, 
#1006812  $39.99

NEW | Wynkoop Court 
Solids Kit
Watch rings of color blend 
across this pieced quilt. Kit 
has directions for three sizes 
by Shayla and Kristy Wolf of 
Sassafras Lane, and fabrics 
for the top and binding from 
American Made Brand solids from 
Clothworks for the size shown, 
throw 61" x 72".
Kit #1006811  $89.99 
Pattern only #1006471  $9.50
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NEW | In Honor 
Of... Kit
Pay tribute to a 
special service person 
with this patriotic 
quilt. Kit has Diane 
Tomlinson’s piecing 
directions, and fabrics 
for the top and 
binding from Northcott’s Stonehenge 
Stars & Stripes collection by Linda 
Ludovico. From Fons & Porter’s Love of 
Quilting. Throw 64" x 77". Make cutting 
easier with the Easy Diagonal Sets Ruler.
Kit #1006814  $99.99 
Easy Diagonal Sets Ruler  
#1006580  $22.99

NEW | Freedom Rings Kit
Red, white and blue—and tried and true—that’s this Log Cabin. Kit has Carolyn Beam’s 
piecing directions, and fabrics for the top and binding from Northcott. Created by our 
Friends at Quiltmaker. Throw 66" x 66".
Kit #1006816  $94.99

NEW | Red, White & Blue 
Toile Stars Kit
Combine a classic design with 
Americana colors. Kit has Darlene 
Zimmerman’s piecing directions, 
requiring the two-piece acrylic Tri-Recs 
tool set, and fabrics for the top and 
binding from Darlene’s Betsy’s Basket 
line for Robert Kaufman Fabrics. Throw 
56" x 68".
Kit #1006818  $99.99 
Tri-Recs™ Tools #8006  $15.99

NEW | House of Blue Kit
Go for a traditional look in an 
Americana palette. Kit has piecing 
and fusible-applique directions 
by Christine Stainbrook, and 
fabrics for the top and binding 
from RJR’s Jinny Beyer Palette 
and Basically Patrick collections. 
Created by our friends at McCall’s 
Quilting. Twin 73" x 95".
Kit #1006820  $139.99

Backing, 4¼ yards,  
#1006817  $59.99

Backing, 3⅝ yards, 
#1006819  $39.99

Backing, 6⅛ yards,  
#1006821  $79.99

red, 
white  

&  
blue

Backing, 4⅞ yards, 
#1006815  $59.99
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back in 
black

NEW | Poppy Celebration 
Kit  KQ Exclusive!
See the difference a border can 
make! Kit has piecing directions, 
and fabrics by Cynthia Coulter for 
Wilmington for the top and binding. 
Throw 47" x 65".
Kit #1002760  $79.99

NEW | Eclipse Table 
Runner Kit   
KQ Exclusive!
Make a bold statement in 
black and white. Kit has 

template-piecing directions by Toby Lischko of Gateway 
Quilts & Stuff, and fabrics for the top and binding from 
RJR’s Odds and Ends line by Patrick Lose. 23" x 57".
Kit #1006283  $74.99 
Pattern only #1006945  $12.00

NEW | Open Heart Kit  QK
Piece a little bargello-style dimensional heart. Kit by Rachel 
Pellman includes directions, batting, and fabrics for the top, 
back and binding. Wall size 22" x 22".
Kit #1006822  $27.99

Backing, 3¼ yards,  
#1002761  $39.99

Backing, 2 yards,  
#1006284  $24.99

Backing, 4½ yards,  
#1002851  $54.99

NEW | Play Your Song Kit  KQ Exclusive!
Compose a musical quilt using preprinted blocks. Kit has 
piecing directions, and fabrics for the top and binding designed 
by TRD Portfolio for Wilmington Prints. Throw 58" x 70".
Kit #1002850  $89.99
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sapphire 
jewels

NEW | Camden Bags PatternsPlus™
Zigzag together fabric-covered fusible-batting strips for the 
sides of this oval-bottom bag. Each PatternPlus has directions 
for two bag sizes by Carol McLeod of Aunties Two, plus 
buttons, and fabrics from Timeless Treasures’ Studio Ombre 
line. We o� er a Happy Handles kit, which includes directions, 
tubing and heavy interfacing for one set of handles; Peltex 72F, 
a sti�  double-sided fusible interfacing for the bottom (20" x 
36" required); and Duet Fuse II, precut double-sided fusible 
batting (small needs one 20-yd roll; large needs three rolls).
Small bag PatternPlus™, 13" x 9" x 9" deep, #1006612  $39.99
Large bag PatternPlus™, 18" x 16" x 12" deep, #1006610  $69.99
Pattern only #1006611  $9.00 
Happy Handles #6555  $10.00
Peltex 72F, 20" x 36" #1006732  $12.99
Duet-Fuse II, 2¼" x 20-yard roll, #1006881  $18.99

NEW | Nor’wester 
Kit  KQ Exclusive!
Get great color shading just by using 
half-square triangles. Kit includes piecing 
directions, and fabrics for the top and 
binding from Wilmington’s Colorglow 
Essential Batiks collection. Throw 54" x 66".
Kit #1006693  $79.99

NEW | Emerald City Kit
Spiky points are within reach using foundation piecing. Kit has 
pattern, including paper foundations, by Judy Niemeyer, and 
fabrics for the top and binding from Judy and Judel’s Wildfl owers 
collection for Timeless Treasures. Table-topper 62" x 62".
Kit #1006801  $219.99
Pattern only #1006803  $44.50

Batik backing, 3⅛ yards, 
#1006180  $39.99

Batik backing, 3⅝ yards, 
#1006694  $49.99

Backing, 4 yards, 
#1006802  $49.99

NEW | Quick Nines Kit
Piece these wonky Nine Patches using paper templates or a special two-
piece acrylic template set. Kit has Carolyn Beam’s directions, and batiks for 
the top and binding, from Timeless Treasures’ Tonga Romance collection 
by Daniela Stout. Throw 48" x 64". 
Kit #1006179  $79.99 Wonky Nine Patch template set #1006159  $24.99
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pièce de 
résistance

Love Worn Kit
Experience the pleasure of piecing an “antique.” Kit has Pam Buda’s 
directions, and her reproduction fabrics by Marcus Fabrics for the top 
and binding. Full 79" x 94".
Kit #1001269  $209.99 
Pattern only #1001536  $9.00

Backing, 7½ yards,  
1001498  $89.99

NEW | Kelly 
Marie Kit
Enjoy piecing 
to your heart’s 
content! 
Kit includes 
directions by Kimberly Bourne of Main 
Street Market Designs, and fabrics for 
the top and binding from RJR’s Orphan 
Train of Memories line by Legacy 
Patterns. Throw 69" x 69".
Kit #1006280  $139.99 
Pattern only #1006282  $24.00

NEW | Medallion 
Star Kit
Lend an air of elegance 
using the late-1800’s 
reproduction fabrics from 
Nancy Gere’s Rosewater 
line by Windham Fabrics. 
Kit has piecing directions 
by Wendy Sheppard, and 
fabrics for the top and 
binding. Throw 61" x 76".
Kit #1006555  $109.99

NEW | Overland Trails Kit
Pretend your 19th-century ancestor 
pieced this quilt. Kit has directions by 
Wendy Sheppard, and fabrics for the 
top and binding from the Chocolate 
& Bubble Gum line by Legacy Patterns for RJR Fabrics. Full 85" x 85".
Kit #1006852  $179.99 
Pattern only #1006951  $10.00

Backing, 7¾ yards,  
#1006882  $89.99 

Backing, 4¾ yards, 
#1006556  $59.99

Backing, 4⅝ yards, 
#1006281  $59.99 
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summer 
farewell

Blossom Batiks Collection
Vibrant multicolored designs make this RJR collection by Flaurie & Finch 
extra special. Charm collection has two of each fabric.
Fat quarters, 20 pieces, #1006479  $64.99 
5" charm pack, 40 pieces, #1006482  $13.99 
2½" x 42" strips, 20 pieces, #1006481  $19.99 
10" squares, 20 pieces, #1006480  $19.99 
Yardage #1006479 plus letter  $11.68 per yard

Backing, 5¼ yards, 
#1006529  $59.99

Pansy Garden Kit  KQ Exclusive!
Rainbows are blooming in this quilted garden! Kit includes piecing 
directions, and tone-on-tone fabrics for the top and binding. Twin 
68" x 84".
Kit #1006528  $119.99

Zinnia Bouquet Kit  BEST SELLER!  KQ Exclusive!
Get the “wow” factor times three in this fabulously realistic quilt made 
from precut fusible-backed applique shapes. Kit has directions by Melinda 
Bula Designs, and fabrics, including precut shapes, for the top, binding 
and backing. Wall size 41" x 43".
Kit #1005893  $199.99 
Pattern only #1005894  $30.00

Precut  
fusible-backed 

shapes!

The Quilting Bee 
Kit  BEST SELLER!
Kit has JoAnn 
Hoffman’s fusible-
applique directions and 
fabrics (including organza for wings) for the top 
and binding. Wall size 42" diameter. Hang round 
quilts from 31"–45" using the Gone Sleeveless Circle 
Support Rod, which slips through the binding.
Kit #1005931  $74.99 
Hanger #8328  $24.99 
Pattern only #1005933  $20.00

Backing, 1¼ yards,  
#1005932  $14.99

BA C D E F G H J K L M N P Q R S T U V

NEW | Camden Bowls PatternPlus™
Zigzag together fabric-covered fusible-batting strips for the sides of these 
bowls. PatternPlus for a set of three (9" x 6", 11" x 7" and 13" x 9") has directions 
by Carol McLeod of Aunties Two, plus buttons, and fabrics from Timeless 
Treasures’ Studio Ombre line. We offer Peltex 72F, a stiff double-sided fusible 
interfacing for the bottoms; and Duet Fuse II, precut double-sided fusible batting 
(one roll per size).
PatternPlus™ #1006609  $109.99 Peltex 72F, 20" x 36", #1006732  $12.99 
Pattern only #1006962  $9.00 Duet-Fuse II, 2¼" x 20-yard roll, #1006881  $18.99 

NEW | Plaid on Fire Kit  KQ Exclusive!
Sometimes quilts glow from within. This one sure 
does. Kit includes piecing directions and fabrics for 
the top and binding from Wilmington’s Colorglow 
Essential Batiks line. Throw 54" x 64".
Kit #1006699  $79.99

Batik backing, 3¾ yards, 
#1006700  $49.99
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30th Anniversary Savings order today, quantities are limited!

Sleigh Ride Wall Quilt Kit
Experience an old-time winter. Kit includes 
directions, printed panel, backing, binding 
and batting. 22" x 42".
#1000473  $24.99  $17.99

Diamond Wedding Ring Kit
Kit includes pattern with printed paper foundations 
and foundation-piecing directions, and batiks for 
the top and binding, including precut 2½" strips and 
precut fusible-backed applique shapes. 72" x 72".
#1000621  $359.99  $259.99

Come Home to 
Roost Place Mat 
Kit
The rooster blocks 
are preprinted. Kit 
includes piecing 
directions and fabrics 
for the top, binding 
and backing of four 
18" x 14" place mats.
#1000776   
$39.99  $29.99

1930 Metro Rings Kit
Kit has piecing directions using the Quick Curve Ruler© 
(#1000415), and fabrics for the top and binding. 57" x 76".
#1001395  $139.99  $104.99

Zoo Panel
Whip up a quick 
quilt by adding 
backing and batting 
to this 47" x 70" 
super-size panel.
#1001979   
$49.99  $36.99

This Way and That Runner Kit
Kit has piecing directions and fabrics for the top 
and binding, including precut 5" squares. 26" x 74".
Kit #1002822  $69.99 $49.99

Full Bloom 
Pattern 
Pack
Originally a 
block of the 
month, this 
project for 
a 80" x 96" 
pieced and 
machine-
appliqued 
quilt is now 
available as a 
pattern set.
#1006036   
$30.00  
$21.99

BFF Kit
Kit includes fusible-applique directions, 
fabrics for the top and binding, and 
rickrack for skirt trim. 42" diameter.
#6082  $99.99  $74.99

Jewel of Burma 
Kit
Kit includes piecing 
directions and fabrics 
for the top and 
binding. 52" x 52".
#TPQ04   
$79.99  $59.99

Precut  
fusible-backed 

shapes!

Backing, 2⅓ yards, 
#1002823  $29.99  $21.99

Sunshine Kit
Kit has piecing directions 
and fabrics for the top 
and binding. 57" x 72".
Kit #1001896   
$89.99  $64.99

Backing, 3¾ yards,  
#1001897  $44.99  $32.99
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Patchwork Maple 
Leaf Table Runner 
Kit
Use piecing and your 
favorite applique 
technique. Kit has 
directions and fabrics  
for the top and binding. 
53" x 12".
#1000198   
$49.99 $36.99

Dino Friends 
Kit
Kit has piecing 
directions and 
fabrics, including a dinosaur panel, for the top and 
binding. 72" x 90". ©Disney/Pixar. Can only be 
shipped within the U.S. and Canada.
Kit #1001520  $89.99  $69.99

Winter Wonderland Pattern
Feel comfort and tradition. Pattern has freezer-paper hand-
applique directions. 48" x 62".
#1001360  $18.00  $12.99

Paddlewheel 
Runner Kit
Kit has piecing 
directions and 
fabrics for the  
top and binding.  
25" x 70".
Kit #1001924  
$69.99  $49.99

Marilee’s Numbered Pins
The plastic case includes 130 flat-head 1½"-long 
stainless-steel pins numbered 1 to 20.
#9788  $24.99  $17.99

30th Anniversary Savings order today, quantities are limited!

Backing, 2 yards,  
#1001925  $24.99  $18.99

Backing, 5¾ yards, 
#1000768  $79.99  $59.99

Moose ’n 
Spruce Kit
Kit has directions 
and batiks, 
including precut 
fusible-backed 
applique shapes, 
for the top and 
binding. 27" x 24".
#7634   
$99.99  $74.99

Precut  
fusible-backed 

shapes!

Rhapsody of 
Roses Kit
Kit has piecing and 
fusible-applique 
directions, and batiks 
for the top and 
binding. 80" x 80".
#1001421   
$179.99  $129.99

Ripples Kit
Kit has piecing directions and 
batiks, including precut 2½" 
strips, for the top and binding. 
66" x 78".
Kit #1002220  $99.99  $69.99

Backing, 5 yards,  
#1002425  $49.99  $36.99

Quilting Bee Accessories
The 1½"-wide Needle Nanny and threader 
are backed with magnets. The foam-lined 
cherry cases have magnetic closures. The 
bees and hive are copper, brass and nickel. 
For threader, specify micro or regular.
Needle Nanny #1001172  $11.99  $8.99 
Needle threader #1001173  $8.99  $6.99 
Medium case, 5" x 2" x 1",  
#1001174  $32.99  $24.99 
Large case, 6½" x 2¾" x 1½",  
#1001175  $45.99  $33.99

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

J

K

L

M

Seasons Batik Collection
Experience the glorious colors of autumn.  
Charm collection has two of each fabric.
5" charm pack, 28 pieces, #1005977  $7.99  $5.99 
10" squares, 14 pieces, #1002478  $14.99  $10.99
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Jim Shore Collectible Thimbles
Each hand-painted, enameled-metal thimble 
comes in a keepsake box. 1½"-high angel thimble.
Floral #1000322  $12.99  $8.99 
Quilt Pattern #1000323  $12.99  $8.99 
Cat #1000324  $12.99  $8.99 
Angel #1000325  $12.99  $8.99

We the People 
Kit
Kit has piecing 
directions and fabrics, 
including the Pledge 
of Allegiance panel, for 
the top and binding. 
48" x 67".
Kit #1000476   
$69.99  $49.99

Star Wars™ Rey Kit
Kit includes preprinted panel, backing, batting 
and directions. 35" x 42".
#1000770  $39.99  $29.99

Christmas Patch 
Tree Skirt Pattern
Combine traditional Sixteen 
Patch and Tree blocks. Pattern has piecing 
directions. 54" x 54".
#1001477  $9.00  $5.99

Christmas Red and Green 5" 
Charm Pack
Bring glittering gold highlights to holiday 
projects. The 24-piece collection has two 
each of 12 fabrics. 
#1001521  $7.99  $5.99

Thread Cutterz Ring
Slide your thread across the 
recessed double-sided blade 
of this adjustable plastic 
finger ring.
#1002449  $12.00  $8.99

Create-a-Pincushion 
PatternPlus™
PatternPlus has directions, plus plastic 
container. You supply fabric and stuffing. 
3" diameter.
#1002450  $8.99  $5.99

Sister Sampler 
Quilts
AnneMarie Chany’s book 
has 25 interchangeable 
pieced blocks (in 9" 
and 12" sizes) and three 
sampler quilts in innovative 
settings. 128 pages.
#1002639   
$19.99  $14.99

Dazzle Kit
Kit has piecing 
and applique 
directions, and 
fabrics for the 
top and binding. 
72" x 72".
Kit #1005897  
$229.99  
$169.99

Heaven and Nature Sing 
PatternsPlus™
Each PatternPlus includes directions, plus center 
background fabric and precut fusible-backed 
applique shapes. You supply border and  
binding fabric.
A. High Hopes, 21" x 43", #5410.4  $64.99  $44.99 
B. Making Friends, 22" x 33",  
#5410.2  $64.99  $44.99 
C. By the Light of the Moon, 47" x 21",  
#5410.3  $89.99  $65.99 
D. Ice Capades, 42" x 22", #5410.6  $89.99  $64.99 
E. First Noel, 25" x 22", #5410.5  $64.99  $44.99

30th Anniversary Savings order today, quantities are limited!

Backing, 4½ yards,  
#1005898  $54.99  $39.99

Backing, 3¼ yards,  
#1000477  $39.99  $29.99

Jack Frost Collection
Wintry whites and blues are striking 
in this 12-piece fat-quarter batik 
collection. 4" snowmen.
#1001263  $36.99  $26.99
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QUILTING SUPPLY ORDER

PLEASE RUSH!
Route 25
Post O

ffi
ce Box 1618

Center H
arbor  N

H
  03226-1618

Find your KQiQ!
Free gifts and special treatment await you as a member of this exclusive club. 

Find out more on page 43, or visit www.KeepsakeQuilting.com. 

Ordering Information

Member of:

Send a Catalog to a Friend
If you have a quilting friend who would enjoy the  
Keepsake Quilting Catalog, print the name and address 
below. We’ll send the current edition at no charge.

Name ______________________________________

Street ______________________________________

City ____________  State ________  Zip __________

Toll Free Phone Ordering: Call us at 800-865-9458 
Monday–Saturday from 8:30 am to 9 pm (Eastern time), 
and we’ll take your order personally. Outside the U.S.,  
call 603-253-8731. You can fax orders to 1-800-340-1757.

Online Ordering: You can order online any time at  
www.keepsakequilting.com/quickorder.

Toll Free Customer Service: We’re here Monday  
through Saturday from 8:30 am to 6 pm (Eastern 
time). If you need information or have a question 
about your order, contact us at 800-525-8086 or 
customerservice@keepsakequilting.com.

Credit Cards: We welcome MasterCard, Visa, American 
Express and Discover. Credit cards are not charged until 
your order has been sent.

Delivery Information: Most orders are shipped within 
48 hours. Allow 7–10 business days for standard shipping 
time. On occasion, items ordered at the same time are 
shipped separately.

Shipping Charges: We keep our shipping charges as low 
as possible. Delivery is guaranteed. If your order gets to 
you in poor condition, or not at all, it’s not your problem, 
it’s ours, and we’ll take care of it! 

     UPS Expedited Delivery (business days):  
UPS 2nd Day Air®: Add $12 to standard shipping.  
2-day delivery. 
UPS Ground: Add $6 to standard shipping.  
3–5 day delivery. 

Please note that expedited delivery is for in-stock 
items only. Your order must be placed by 1 pm (Eastern 
time) Monday through Friday and shipped within the 
contiguous 48 states. Expedited delivery is not available 
for all items, or for delivery to postal boxes or general 
delivery addresses. Call Customer Service for availability.

No-Quibble Guarantee: If you are not happy with any 
item, for any reason, at any time, please return it to us for 
a refund or exchange. No quibbling, no delay, no problem.

Keepsake Quilting has only one goal— your  
 satisfaction! We want to do everything 

we can to make sure that you’re perfectly 
delighted with every product you purchase, 
every person you speak with and every 
experience you have with us. If you are not 
happy with any item, for any reason, at 
any time, please return it to us for a refund 

or exchange. No quibbling, no delay, no 
problem. We believe that ordering fabric and 
quilting supplies should be just as much fun 
as quilting. If we ever fall short of our goal, 
please tell us. We value your friendship and 
trust above all.

The Keepsake No-Quibble Guarantee

value-packed tool collections
Quilting Machine Mates 
Collection
Set includes the Perfect Piecing 
Seam Guide Sewing Edge; Fons 
& Porter® Luma Threader™; Pedal 
Betty; 12 Bobbin Buddies™; 
Mighty Bright® Sewing-Machine 
Light; Deelybob II™ Thread Cone 
Adapter; Scissor Buddy; and an 
11" x 8½" Supreme Slider™ sheet. 
A $139 value.
#1000425  $119.99  $89.99 

Perfect Quilt Piecing 
Tool Collection
Set includes the Omnigrid® 
18" x 24" cutting mat; 
Omnigrid® 6½" x 24" ruler; 
45mm Olfa® rotary cutter; 100 
sheets 8½" x 11" foundation-
piecing papers; 50 flat butterfly 
pins; seam guide; wooden 
seam presser; four 1,422-yard 
neutral-colored spools of 
AURIfil™ thread; seam ripper; 
30 yards of Half-Square-
Triangle Tiger Tape®; and 
nested squares, half-square-
triangles, and quarter-square-
triangles template sets (five 
pieces each). A $232 value.
#1000420  $199.99  $149.99
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30 Years!

Celebrating

NEW | Poinsettia 
Pavilion Kit   
KQ Exclusive!
Traditional red and 
green is sprinkled with 
glittering gold. Kit has 
piecing directions and 
gold-etched fabrics for 
the top and binding 
from the Holiday 
Flourish 9 line by Robert 
Kaufman Fabrics. Twin 
71" x 83".
Kit #1006224  $129.99

Sleigh Kit  QK
Fill your fabric sleigh with candy 
or Christmas cards. Kit has 
directions by Carol McLeod of 
Aunties Two and fabrics for one sleigh. 7" x 
5" x 5½" high. Requires ¾ yard of double-
sided fusible interfacing (not included).
Kit #1006544  $19.99 
Pattern only #1006545  $9.00 
1 yard interfacing, 36" x 20",  
#1006732  $12.99

Gold-etched backing,  
5¼ yards, #1006225  $69.99
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NEW  
’Tis the 
Season 
Stocking 
Kit  QK
Great for gift giving. 
These 20"-long 
stockings are made from 
a printed panel. Kit for two 
stockings has directions, lining fabric and panel from Jan Shade 
Beach’s Holiday Traditions line for Henry Glass.  
Kit #1006205  $24.99 NEW | Dear Santa Advent 

Calendar Kit  QK
Cut pockets from one of the two panels, 
and stitch them to the other panel for this 
21" x 30" quilt. Kit has directions, preprinted 
panels by Sarah Frederking for Studio E, 
backing and binding fabric, and batting. 
Kit #1006213  $29.99

NEW  
Peace 
Deer Kit  

QK
In the end, 
the holiday 
is all about 
peace and 
love. Kit 
includes 
directions, 
panel from 
Springs, 
backing, 
and batting. 
26" x 39".  
Kit 
#1006250  
$29.99

ON THE COVER:  
NEW | Snow Globe Village 
Block of the Month Kit

Get this adorable pieced and fusible-appliqued block-of-the-
month project all at once, so you can work at your own pace. Kit 
includes six patterns by Arlene Stamper and Melissa Harris of the 
Quilt Company, Maywood Studio’s Songbird Christmas fabrics 
for the top and binding, accessory fabric pack, and a button 
pack. Throw/wall size 54" x 66".
Kit #1006620  $199.99

NEW | Christmas Windows Kit
Showcase holiday reds and greens 
in floral-applique blocks. Kit has 
directions by Linda Hohag of 
Brandywine Design, and fabrics 
by RJR for the top and binding, 
including precut fusible-backed 
appliques. Throw 51" x 63".
Kit #1006622  $159.99 
Pattern only #1006624  $10.00

NEW | Santa and Friends Kit  
KQ Exclusive!  QK
Make a festive panel extra charming 
by adding pieced borders. Kit has directions and Debbie Mumm 
fabrics for the top and binding from Wilmington Prints. Throw 
49" x 67".
Kit #1006691  $79.99

NEW | Home for the Holidays  
Place Mat Kit  QK
Sweet preprinted holiday images are 
surrounded by pieced borders. Kit 
includes Heidi Pridemore’s directions, 
and fabrics, designed by Danielle Murray 
for Blank Quilting, for the top, binding 
and backing. Set of six, 20" x 16".
Kit #1006717  $79.99

Backing, 3½ yards,  
#1006621  $39.99

Backing, 3½ yards, 
#1006623  $39.99

Backing, 3⅓ yards, 
#1006692  $39.99

Backing included  
with kit

Backing included  
with kit

Backing included  
with kit

Precut  
fusible-backed 

shapes!
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jolly  
&  

joy

Mitten Ornaments Kit  QK  
Tuck candy or money into these 
festive mittens. Kit includes Rachel 
Pellman’s embroidery directions, iron-
on transfers, wool-felt, cotton floss and 
buttons for the set of six ornaments. 
3¼" x 4¼". 
Kit #1000258  $16.99

Holiday Get-Together Collections
Get lots of glitter and festive color with 
the gold-etched prints in these 12-piece 
fat-quarter and half-yard collections with 
Christmas balls up to 2". Get all 36 fabrics  
in the die-cut collections.
Red: 
Fat quarters #1006416  $34.99 
1/2 yards #1006417  $69.99 
Yardage #1006416 plus letter  $10.72 per yard
Green: 
Fat quarters #1006418  $34.99 
1/2 yards #1006419  $69.99 
Yardage #1006418 plus letter  $10.72 per yard
Cream: 
Fat quarters #1006420  $34.99 
1/2 yards #1006421  $69.99 
Yardage #1006420 plus letter  $10.72 per yard
Die-Cut Collections (36 pieces each): 
5" charm pack #1006422  $10.99 
2½" x 44" strips #1006423  $36.99 
10" squares #1006424  $36.99
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Mr. Frosty Kit
Create this snowman using 
Cynthia England’s unique freezer-
paper, template-piecing technique. 
Kit includes her directions, printed 
freezer-paper, and fabrics for top 
and binding. Wall size 27" x 32".
Kit #1000031  $59.99 
Pattern only #1000408  $12.00

Backing, 1 yard,  
#1000032  $12.99

NEW | Winter Garden Runner Kit
Stars etched in gold twinkle in this traditional- and template-pieced runner by Heidi 
Pridemore. Kit has directions and fabrics for the top and binding from Henry Glass’s 
Winter Garden line by Color Principle. 62" x 25".
Kit #1006211  $44.99

NEW | Poinsettia Kit
Let the scarlet flower of Christmas take center stage. You just add borders. 
Kit has Gail Kessler’s piecing directions, and fabrics for the top and binding 
from Andover’s Poinsettia line by Suite 1500. Queen 90" x 110".
Kit #1006240  $169.99

NEW  
Alpine 
Holiday 
Kit  

QK  
Red-nosed 
reindeer are 
a happy symbol of the holidays. Kit has 
directions, printed panel from Wilmington 
Prints’ Alpine Holiday line, backing and 
batting. Wall size 22" x 42".
Kit #1006705  $24.99

Backing, 8½ yards,  
#1006241  $114.99

Gold-etched backing,  
2 yards, #1006212  $24.99

Backing included 
with kit
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winter wonder
NEW | Winter Whispers Kit   
KQ Exclusive!
Watch wintry colors and textures sparkle in 
this pieced quilt. Kit has directions and fabrics 
from Wilmington Prints’ Winter Whispers line 
for the top and binding. Throw 53" x 65".
Kit #1005954  $79.99

NEW | Blessed 
Birth Kit  QK
Bathed in starlight, this 
Nativity scene captures 
the wonder of the Holy 
Night. Kit has directions, printed panel by Springs, 
backing and batting. Wall size 26" x 39".
Kit #1006249  $29.99

NEW | Winter Still Kit  QK
Crimson berries and cardinals add a spark of color to this 
horse-lover’s quilt. Kit has directions, printed panel by 
Springs, backing and batting. 26" x 40".
Kit #1006251  $29.99

NEW | Brr! Kit   
PRECUT 2½" STRIPS! 
KQ Exclusive!
Cute fusible-appliqued polar 
bears romp across a strip-pieced 
background. Kit has directions by 
Flaurie & Finch, and fabrics for the 
top and binding, including RJR’s 
2½ Arctic Pixie Strips and fabrics 
from the Bare Essentials Deluxe 
and Handspray collections. Throw 
36" x 54".
Kit #1006288  $89.99

NEW | Winter Walk Kit  KQ Exclusive!
Experience the serenity of a winter’s day. Kit has 
piecing directions and fabrics for the top and 
binding, including a printed center panel, from 
Timeless Treasures’ Scenic Snowfall line. Created by 
our friends at Quilters Newsletter. Throw 53" x 64".
Kit #1006654  $74.99

Backing included  
with kit

Backing included  
with kit

Backing, 1¾ yards, 
#1006289  $19.99

Backing, 4 yards,  
#1006655  $54.99

Backing, 3½ yards, 
#1005955  $44.99
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A. Daisies & Butterflies.   
#1006350K  $11.20 per yard  $7.92
B. Gold-Metallic Paisley.   
#1006350L  $11.60 per yard  $8.24
C. Cream Asian Toile.   
#1006350M  $11.60 per yard  $8.24
D. Toscana Ebony Blender.   
#1006350N  $8.96 per yard  $6.48
E. Gold Metallic Stripe.   
#1006350P  $12.40 per yard  $8.48
F. Pink 1930’s Floral.   
#1006350Q  $10.56 per yard  $7.28
G. Soft Blue Damask Batik.   
#1006350R  $11.60 per yard  $7.92
H. Smoky Landscape.  
 #1006350S  $12.24 per yard  $8.48
J. Metallic Gold Tile.   
#1006350T  $11.60 per yard  $7.92
K. Christmas Gold-Etched Stripe.  
#1006350V  $11.60 per yard  $7.92
L. Ivory Gold-Etched Ornaments.  
#1006350W  $11.60 per yard  $7.92
M. Blue Tiny Vine.   
#1006350X  $11.60 per yard  $7.92
N. Turquoise & Gray Petals.   
#1006350Y  $11.20 per yard  $7.92
P. Brown Swirl Dot Batik.   
#1006350Z  $11.60 per yard  $7.92
Q. Glimmer Silver Fairy Frost.  
#1006350AA  $12.24 per yard  $8.48
R. Ivory & Gray Floral Damask.  
#1006350AB  $11.60 per yard  $7.92
S. Ivory Flying Geese Arcs.   
#1006350AC  $11.60 per yard  $7.92
T. Yellow Wood-Plank Batik.   
#1006350AD  $12.24 per yard  $8.48
U. Pastel Shingles Batik.   
#1006350AE  $12.24 per yard  $8.48
V. Bayou Multi-Dot Batik.   
#1006350AF  $12.24 per yard  $8.48
W. Pastel Filigree Leafy Batik.  
#1006350AG  $11.20 per yard  $7.76
X. Green Tonal Blender.   
#1006350AH  $11.20 per yard  $7.76
Y. Teal Flying Geese Batik.   
#1006350AJ  $12.40 per yard  $8.48
Z. Sage Green Mottle Batik.   
#1006350AK  $10.56 per yard  $7.28
AA. Faded Red Swirl.   
#1006350AL  $11.60 per yard  $7.92
AB. Olive Blender Flannel.   
#1006350AM  $12.72 per yard  $8.72
AC. Cream Morning Glory.   
#1006350AN  $11.20 per yard  $7.60

AD. Pink & Green Paisley Floral.  
#1006350AP  $11.20 per yard  $7.92
AE. Blue Paisley Floral.   
#1006350AQ  $11.20 per yard  $7.92
AF. Gold-Etched Holiday Ornaments.  
#1006350AR  $11.60 per yard  $8.16
AG. Black Wine Labels.   
#1006350AS  $11.60 per yard  $7.92
AH. Jet Black Solid Batik.   
#1006350AT  $10.56 per yard  $6.96
AJ. Smoky Teal Boughs.   
#1006350AV  $12.24 per yard  $8.48
AK. Cream Paisley Leaf Batik.  
#1006350AW  $12.24 per yard  $8.48
AL. Tossed Christmas Toys.   
#1006350AX  $11.20 per yard  $6.96
AM. Black & Brown Shadow Play.  
#1006350AY  $10.72 per yard  $6.96
AN. Cream Swirl.   
#1006350AZ  $11.60 per yard  $7.28
AP. Alabaster Mottle Batik.   
#1006350BA  $10.72 per yard  $7.44
AQ. Red on White Petite Dots.  
#1006350BB  $10.56 per yard  $7.44
AR. Gray on Black Dots.   
#1006350BC  $11.20 per yard  $7.92
AS. Gold-Etched Green Ornaments.  
#1006350BD  $9.52 per yard  $6.48
AT. Turquoise Dots & Arcs Batik.  
#1006350BE  $11.60 per yard  $7.92
AU. Holiday Poinsettias.   
#1641G  $10.96 per yard  $7.44
AV. Blue Mary’s Plume.   
#9083J  $12.24 per yard  $7.92
AW. Burgundy Mary’s Plume.   
#9083K  $12.24 per yard  $7.92
AX. Sybil’s Blue Bouquet.   
#9083N  $12.24 per yard  $7.92
AY. Teal Sybil’s Tapestry.   
#9083R  $12.24 per yard  $7.92
AZ. Edith’s Blue Patchwork.   
#9083Z  $12.24 per yard  $7.92
BA. Cream Downton Dotty Stripe.  
#9083AE  $12.24 per yard  $7.92
BB. Ecru Downton Dotty Stripe.   
#9083AG  $12.24 per yard  $7.92
BC. Green Downton Feather.   
#9083AK  $12.24 per yard  $7.92
BD. Pink Downton Tuft.   
#9083AL  $12.24 per yard  $7.92
BE. Blue Downton Tuft.   
#9083AN  $12.24 per yard  $7.92

clearance fabric Don’t delay,  
these deals  

sell out fast!
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Find even more sale fabrics at  
www.KeepsakeQuilting.com/Clearance


